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Abstract

We employ state-of-the-art statistical inference and Machine Learning techniques to

understand the formation and evolution history of our Galaxy, the Milky Way, using

data from the astrometric Gaia mission and ground-based spectroscopic surveys.

We first investigate the vertical metallicity gradients of five mono-age stellar popu-

lations for a sample of 18,435 dwarf stars selected from the cross-matched Tycho-

Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS) and RAdial Velocity Experiment (RAVE) Data

Release 5. We find an increasingly steeper negative vertical metallicity gradient for

the older stellar populations and a steadily increasing intrinsic dispersion in metal-

licity with age. These results are consistent with a scenario that thin disc stars

formed from a flaring thin star-forming disc. To further study the chrono-chemo-

dynamical structure of the Galactic disc, we develop a Bayesian Machine Learning

framework called BINGO (Bayesian INference for Galactic archaeOlogy), which

is a Bayesian Neural Network trained on asteroseismic age data, to obtain accurate

relative stellar age estimates with reliable uncertainties for the Apache Point Obser-

vatory Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE) stars. After carefully architecting

a training set to minimise bias, we apply BINGO to a stellar sample consisting of

17,305 carefully selected evolved stars. We find that the outer disc follows a differ-

ent chemical evolution pathway than the inner disc. The outer metal-poor stars only

starting to form after the compact thick disc formation phase has completed in the

inner region and the star-forming gas disc extended outwardly with a metal-poor

gas accretion. Using the Gaia DR2 data, we also try to find dwarf galaxies in eight

Fermi-LAT extended, unassociated, gamma-ray source fields, to test the hypothesis

that they owe to dark matter annihilation. After probing previously unexplored he-
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liocentric distances of less than 20 kpc with an extreme-deconvolution technique,

we find no sign of a dwarf galaxy in any of these fields despite Gaia’s excellent

astrometric accuracy.



Impact Statement

The research presented in this thesis extends our knowledge of the formation and

evolution history of our Galaxy in our long-standing quest to understand our origins.

The Milky Way is home to more than 100 billion stars, whose ages, kinematics and

chemical abundances tell us a great deal about its assembly history. The newly

uncovered history of our Galactic home inspires people across the world to reflect

upon their origin, role and purpose as participants on an interstellar stage. Hence,

this research has a significant positive impact on our culture and way of life. The sta-

tistical and Machine Learning techniques developed in this thesis are also applicable

to many societal and commercial activities. Our Bayesian Neural Network extends

the capability of a Neural Network to incorporate uncertainty in its predictions, thus

improving its reliability and robustness. This powerful Machine Learning method

can greatly benefit applications dealing with risk quantification such as a climate

change monitoring system or minimising manufacturing production defects, where

reliable uncertainty evaluations are crucial.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Cosmological preamble

The current cosmological view is that structure originates from initial quantum fluc-

tuations which froze into perturbations of the density field at the end of the infla-

tionary era. Gravity drives the growth of these density irregularities until they reach

a critical density, at which point they decouple from the expansion of the Universe

and collapse to form dark matter halos in a process known as quasi-equilibrium viri-

alization. In the linear regime, the dark and baryonic matter is mixed in the density

perturbations, apart from at the smallest scales. The mixing allows for baryons to

settle in the potential wells of the dark matter halo. Due to their collisional nature,

the baryons are sensitive to dynamical effects, such as collisions and shocks. Thus,

the baryon content gets initially heated to the virial temperature of its host dark

matter halo. Through cooling processes, gas collapses to the minimum of the halo’s

potential well (e.g., White & Rees, 1978; Fall & Efstathiou, 1980). If the cooling

time is faster than the dynamical time in a halo whose virial temperature is higher

than 104 K (the ionising temperature of hydrogen), galaxy formation is favoured

(e.g., White & Rees, 1978; Blumenthal et al., 1984; White & Frenk, 1991).

The current cosmological paradigm successfully managed to explain the large-

scale structure of the Universe as probed by redshift surveys, such as the Two-

Degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS) and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey

(SDSS). However, there is still much to be understood about the formation and evo-
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lution of individual galaxies. There are currently two approaches that aim to under-

stand the formation history of galaxies like our Galaxy, the Milky Way. The “look-

back approach” (e.g., van Dokkum et al., 2013) relies on observing a statistically

significant sample of Milky Way-like galaxies that span redshifts from when discs

are expected to have formed (redshift ∼ 2.5) until now. However, this approach

is limited to characterising galaxies by integrated quantities over their entire stel-

lar populations, such as size, shape and velocity dispersion which erases valuable

information about how the Galaxy may have formed. Galactic archaeology, on the

other hand, resolves stellar populations into individual stars. It aims to reconstruct

the formation and evolution history of our Galaxy by using the full phase-space of

stars, as well as their age and chemical abundances.

Our Galaxy is the best testing ground for Galactic archaeology since we can

use the phase-space, age and abundance information from a significant sample of

stars. The last few decades witnessed the successful application of Galactic archae-

ology to draw a basic picture of the history of our Galaxy. The European Space

Agency’s (ESA’s) Gaia mission extends the existent efforts by providing the pre-

cise astrometric information for more than one billion stars in the Galaxy (Gaia

Collaboration et al., 2016a). In addition, the Gaia data is complemented by stellar

data from ground-based photometric surveys and spectroscopic survey, which are

summarised in Section 1.2. We are thus in a prime position to create a data-driven

informative map of the Galaxy that may help us disentangle the various processes

that shaped our Galaxy’s structure, chemistry and kinematics through time. Specif-

ically, we aim to construct a chrono-chemo-dynamical map of the Galactic disc.

1.2 Milky Way Surveys

In this section, I discuss some significant past and ongoing surveys of the Galaxy,

belonging mainly to two groups: wide-area multi-color photometric and multi-

object spectroscopic surveys.
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1.2.1 Photometric surveys

The Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS, Skrutskie et al., 2006) was a near-

infrared (J, H and K) all-sky photometric survey taken with two 1.3-m telescopes.

2MASS covers an area of almost 40,000 deg2, with a limiting H-band magnitude of

15 mag. Containing positional and photometric information for more than 470 mil-

lion point sources over 99.5% of the sky, 2MASS was successful at discovering new

features in the outskirts of the Galaxy, such as the Monoceros feature (Rocha-Pinto

et al., 2003) and the Sagittarius stream (Majewski et al., 2003). It also shed light

into the structure of the extended stellar bar in the inner Galaxy (e.g., Robotham

et al., 2012) and was also used extensively to constrain the structural parameters of

the Galactic disc (e.g. Cabrera-Lavers et al., 2005). 2MASS also contributed to pro-

viding the target selection for spectroscopic surveys, such as RAVE and APOGEE,

which we also discuss in the next subsection.

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al., 2000) is a five-band pho-

tometric survey (u, g, r, i and z), which used the 2.5-m telescope at the Apache

Point Observatory (APO) in New Mexico, USA. The limiting magnitudes in the five

photometric bands are 22.0, 22.2, 22.2, 21.3 and 20.5 mag, respectively. SDSS be-

gan its operation in 2000 and has evolved through 5 stages, with the latest SDSS-V

(Kollmeier et al., 2017) being an all-sky, multi-epoch spectroscopic survey expected

to start in 2020 that will provide optical and IR spectra for over 6 million objects

over a period of five years. One of SDSS-V’s three key projects is the Milky-Way

Mapper, which will target more than 4 million Milky Way stars to understand the

Galaxy’s formation and evolution history. So far, SDSS has been invaluable to stud-

ies of the Milky Way, having been used to map for the first time the overall stellar

distribution (Jurić et al., 2008) and to discover stellar streams in the halo (Belokurov

et al., 2006).

The Panoramic Survey Telescope & Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS,

Kaiser et al., 2010) is a wide-field time-domain imaging survey developed at the

Institute of Astronomy at the University of Hawaii. Pan-STARRS observes 75%

of the northern sky down to latitudes of δ > −30◦ in five different bands (g, r, i,
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z and y) in the wavelength range of 400− 1000 nm. Pan-STARRS consists of two

telescopes, Pan-STARRS 1 (PS1) and 2 (PS2). PS1 is a 1.8-meter diameter tele-

scope with an extremely sensitive camera of 1.4 billion pixels located on the Island

of Maui. Since its first light in 2006, PS1 has performed several surveys which

targeted different science objectives, ranging from finding transient sources (the 3π

survey), observing supernovae (The Medium Deep Survey or MDS), detecting near

Earth objects and looking for variable stars in the Andromeda galaxy (PAndromeda

survey) (Chambers et al., 2016). PS2 has been operational since 2018 and is pri-

marily used to detect near Earth objects. So far, Pan-STARRS has had two data

releases, DR1 in 2016 and DR2 in 2019.

The Dark Energy Survey (DES) is a deep and wide-area photometric survey

that operated between 2013 and 2019. Using the highly sensitive 570-Megapixel

Dark Energy Camera (DECam, Flaugher et al., 2015) on the 4-m Blanco Inter-

American Observatory in the Chilean Andes, DES surveyed around 5,000 deg2 of

the Southern Galactic cap in five visible/near-infrared filters, g, r, i, z and Y , up to

a magnitude of 24 mag. The first data release from DES, DES DR1, contains infor-

mation about around 310 million galaxies and 80 million stars. In terms of Milky

Way science, DES’s great depth and photometric precision enabled the discovery of

new stellar streams around the Milky Way, which can be used to determine the grav-

itational potential of the Galaxy and further constrain the formation history of the

stellar halo (e.g., Koposov et al., 2010; Belokurov & Koposov, 2016; Shipp et al.,

2018).

1.2.2 Spectroscopic surveys

The Radial Velocity Experiment (RAVE, Steinmetz et al., 2006) is a ground-based

survey of the Southern sky that uses the 1.2-m UK Schmidt Telescope of the Aus-

tralian Astronomical Observatory (AAO) to mainly study the structure and forma-

tion and evolution history of the Milky Way. RAVE has a medium spectral resolu-

tion of R = λ/∆λ ≈ 7,500 and observes in the Ca-triplet region (8410− 8795 Å)

spectral range. The survey’s accuracy is limited at 2 km s−1, 200 K, 0.3 dex and

0.25 dex for radial velocity, effective temperature, logg and individual elemental
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abundances, respectively (Boeche et al., 2011). This level of accuracy facilitated,

amongst others, to derive kinematic parameters of the Galactic thick disc (Pasetto

et al., 2012), to constrain the dark matter halo profile of the Galaxy (Piffl et al.,

2014) and to find evidence for radial migration (Kordopatis et al., 2015). The fifth

data release (RAVE DR5, Kunder et al., 2017) contains spectra for nearly half a

million bright local stars (9 < I < 12 mag) located mainly in the Galactic disc. Half

of these stars have parallaxes and proper motion information from the Tycho-Gaia

astrometric solution (TGAS) in Gaia DR1.

The Large sky Area Multi-Object fibre Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST,

Zhao et al., 2012) is a major ground-based research facility operated by the National

Astronomical Observatories, Chinese Academy of Sciences (NAOC), which ob-

serves a large volume of stars and galaxies in the optical region (3,650−9,000 Å).

LAMOST has a relatively low resolution of R ≈ 1,800 (Zhao et al., 2012), but with

a field of view as large as 20 deg2, it can obtain 4,000 spectra to a limiting magni-

tude as faint as r = 19 mag in only one exposure. The LAMOST Experiment for

Galactic Understanding and Exploration (LEGUE) (Deng et al., 2012) is a survey

focused on studying the formation and evolution history of the Milky Way. LEGUE

provides spectra for around 2.5 million stars with r < 19 mag and an additional 5

million stars with r < 17 mag located in the halo (|b| > 20°), the disc (|b| < 20°)

and the anticentre (|b|< 30° and 150° < l < 210°).

The Gaia-ESO Survey (GES, Gilmore et al., 2012; Randich et al., 2013) is

the European Southern Observatory’s public spectroscopic survey with around 300

nights on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) on Cerro Paranal, Chile. GES uses

the Fiber Large Array Multi-Element Spectrograph (FLAMES, Pasquini et al.,

2000), combining both the high-resolution UVES (R ≈ 50,000) and medium-high-

resolution GIRAFFE (R ≈ 20,000) spectrographs to obtain spectra for more than

100,000 stars. As its name suggests, GES is primarily a high-quality spectroscopic

survey which targets relatively faint stars (mainly V > 16 mag) to complement the

Gaia RVS data (see below). The latest data release, GES DR3, provides the abun-

dance, radial velocity and photometry information for around 25,000 targets. By
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covering all the major components of the Milky Way, GES addresses a broad range

of research goals, including the formation of open clusters, studies of dark mat-

ter and substructure in the halo, the origin of the thick disc and the formation and

evolution of the thin disc.

The Sloan Extension for Galactic Understanding and Exploration (SEGUE,

Yanny et al., 2009) is a spectroscopic survey, which was designed in two key stages,

SEGUE-1 and SEGUE-2, to complement the SDSS catalogues with radial veloci-

ties. With a low resolution of R ≈ 2,000 and a typical SNR of 25, SEGUE ob-

tained spectra for around 360,000 stars up to a g magnitude of 19 mag (Yanny et al.,

2009). SEGUE-1 focused on the structure, formation and evolution of the Milky

Way, whereas SEGUE-2 targeted the distant stellar halo to understand its assembly

history.

As part of SDSS III and IV (Blanton et al., 2017), the Apache Point Obser-

vatory Galactic Evolution Experiment (APOGEE, Allende Prieto et al., 2008) is

a high-resolution (R ≈ 22,500) spectroscopic survey in the near-infrared H-band

(15,200 Å−16,900 Å), whose selection function favours giants with H < 13.8 mag.

Using a 300-fibre spectrograph (Wilson et al., 2019) on the Sloan 2.5-m tele-

scope (Gunn et al., 2006) at Apache Point Observatory in the Northern hemisphere,

APOGEE observed more than 200,000 stars located primarily in the disc and bulge

of the Milky Way. APOGEE’s latest data release, DR 16 (Ahumada et al., 2019),

contains the first data from APOGEE-2 South (APOGEE-2S) survey, which uses

the du Pont Telescope at the Las Campanas Observatory in Chile to map the Milky

Way in the Southern hemisphere. APOGEE-2S obtained spectra for a further ≈
100,000 unique stars. The high-resolution and high-quality of the APOGEE survey

data paved the way to study the assembly history and evolution of the Milky Way

in great detail.

The GALactic Archaeology with HERMES (GALAH, Zucker et al., 2012) is

a spectroscopic survey operated using the High Efficiency and Resolution Multi-

Element Spectrograph (HERMES) high-resolution spectrometer with an R of ≈
28,000 (De Silva et al., 2015; Martell et al., 2017) on the Anglo-Australian Tele-
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scope (AAT). HERMES observes in four different wavebands, which allows it to

collect much chemical information of around 15 chemical lines per source. GALAH

aims to obtain spectra for almost one million stars in the magnitude range of

12 <V < 14 mag. The second data release from GALAH provides information for

∼ 340,000 stars (Buder et al., 2018). GALAH’s rich chemical information dataset

allows chemical tagging to trace the stars formed at the distinct star formation events

in the history of the disc formation to understand its chemical evolution and radial

migration histories (e.g., Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn, 2002).

1.2.3 The Gaia mission

ESA’s Gaia astrometric space satellite was launched on the 19th of December 2013.

The nominal Gaia mission lasted five years, but an indicative extension to 2022

is confirmed. Gaia’s primary science goal is to construct the most accurate three-

dimensional map of the Milky Way to date by observing more than one billion stars,

up to a limiting G magnitude of around 21 mag (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016b).

The Radial Velocity Spectrometer (RVS) is an integral-field spectrograph onboard

Gaia aiming to obtain spectra for around 100-150 million bright stars and measure

their radial velocities with a median spectral resolution of R ≈ 11,500 in the near-

infrared region (845−872 nm) (Katz et al., 2004). During its nominal 5yr mission,

RVS recorded around 40 epochs per source for sources brighter than V = 15 mag

(Katz et al., 2019; Cropper et al., 2018). With the excellent data from Gaia, we

are thus in a prime position to understand the structure, dynamics, formation and

evolution of our Galaxy.

Gaia’s first data release (DR1) took place on the 14th of September, 2016.

Gaia DR1 provides the position and photometry for over 1 billion sources brighter

than G = 21 mag. Astrometric data, i.e. parallax and proper motion, are provided

for 2 million bright sources in the Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS, Lin-

degren et al., 2018), which is derived from the combined analysis of the Gaia data

and a catalogue of the previous ESA’s astrometry mission, Hipparcos (Perryman

et al., 1997). The typical standard errors are 0.3 mas for the parallax and position

and 1 mas yr−1 for the proper motion. In Chapter 2, we used the Gaia DR1 data to
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determine the vertical metallicity gradients of mono-age stellar populations.

The second release of the Gaia data, Gaia DR2, which took place on the 25th of

April 2018, provides astrometric information, i.e., the position, parallax and proper

motion, for more than 1.3 billion stars up to a limiting magnitude of G = 21 mag.

The uncertainites on parallax vary from 0.04 mas for sources with G < 15 mag,

to 0.1 mas for sources with G = 17 mag and 0.7 mas for the fainter sources with

G = 20 mag. The proper motion uncertainties are up to 0.06 mas yr−1, 0.2 mas yr−1

and 1.2 mas yr−1 for stars with G < 15 mag, G = 17 mag and G = 20 mag, respec-

tively. Gaia DR2 also contains the radial velocity information measured by RVS for

more than 7.2 million stars with a mean G magnitude between about 4 and 13 mag

and a precision of around 200-300 m s−1 and 1.2 km s−1 at the bright and faint end,

respectively. Gaia DR2 also provides the weighted-mean fluxes and uncertainties

for the G, GBP and GRP photometric passbands. Out of the 1.7 billion sources in

Gaia DR2 with G photometry, 1.4 billion sources have both GBP and GRP photom-

etry. The precision varies from around 1 milli-mag to 200 milli-mag at the bright

(G < 13 mag) and faint end (G = 13 mag), respectively.

The accurate astrometry and photometry of Gaia DR2 allowed Gaia Collabo-

ration et al. (2018) to construct the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for thin and thick

stars as well as halo stars identified kinematically using the absolute magnitude

measured with the accurate parallax from Gaia. They found two-sequences of the

main sequence stars in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of halo stars. Further in-

vestigation by Helmi et al. (2018) revealed that the blue sequence was created by

a massive satellite galaxy that merged into the proto-Milky-Way at high redshift

(see also Belokurov et al., 2018; Di Matteo et al., 2019; Haywood et al., 2018). In

addition, the accurate radial velocity information from RVS (Cropper et al., 2018)

enabled Katz et al. (2019) to map the kinematical properties of the Galactic disc and

discovered the detailed structures and oscilations in the Galactic disc (see also An-

toja et al., 2018; Kawata et al., 2018b; Schönrich & Dehnen, 2018). We use Gaia

DR2 in Chapters 3 and 4. Together with the various ground-based spectroscopic

and asteroseismic data, Gaia will continue to revolutionise our understanding of the
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structure and evolution of the Galaxy beyond the solar neighborhood (Fig. 1.1).

1.3 The Galactic disc

The Milky Way, a luminous barred spiral galaxy, is representative of large galaxies

in low-density environments (e.g., de Rossi et al., 2009; Kormendy et al., 2010).

As many disc galaxies in the local Universe, the Milky Way has a bulge/bar (e.g.,

Blitz & Spergel, 1991; Dwek et al., 1995; Wegg & Gerhard, 2013), a dominant

stellar disc (e.g., Gilmore & Reid, 1983; Jurić et al., 2008; Rix & Bovy, 2013) and

a stellar halo (e.g., Freeman, 1987; Sesar et al., 2010; Deason et al., 2019; Font

et al., 2020), all embedded in a much more extended dark matter halo. Features

as spiral arms (Georgelin & Georgelin, 1976) and a warp (Levine et al., 2008) are

also present. Our Galaxy is an outlier as it falls in the “green valley” region of the

galaxy colour-magnitude diagram (e.g., Mutch et al., 2011; Licquia et al., 2015),

which is a sparsely populated transitional space between the “red sequence” and the

“blue cloud” of galaxies (e.g., Mendez et al., 2011; Jin et al., 2014). Furthermore,

the Milky Way’s accretion history is unusually quiet for its luminosity, with no

significant merger in the past 10 Gyr (e.g., Hammer et al., 2007; Stewart et al.,

2008; Ruchti et al., 2015). The existence of two star-forming satellite galaxies, the

Large and Small Magellanic clouds, orbiting a luminous galaxy like our own is

uncommon (e.g., Robotham et al., 2012). Further observations are thus needed to

establish how our Galaxy provides a benchmark for studying galaxy formation and

evolution in the existent cosmological framework.

The Galactic disc is our Galaxy’s most prominent feature. It is a highly flat-

tened structure characterised by an exponential radial and vertical stellar density

profile (e.g., Kent et al., 1991; McMillan, 2011). The mass of the disc is believed to

be around 5×1010 M� (e.g. Flynn et al., 2006; McMillan, 2011).

When it comes to the formation of the disc, the current scenario evolved from

a simple gas collapse model (e.g., Eggen et al., 1962; Mestel, 1963). In 1998,

Mo et al. (1998) suggested a theoretical framework of disc formation to allow halo

growth in a hierarchically evolving Universe and gas collapsing under angular mo-
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Figure 1.1: Projected region of the Milky Way that will be seen by Gaia colour-coded
by the density of stars (credit to X. Luri & A. Robin and NASA/JPL-
Caltech/R. Hurt).

mentum conservation in the halo (Fall & Efstathiou, 1980). The current observa-

tions of the age distribution of stars in the disc provide evidence for an “inside-out”

formation scenario, with the youngest stars formed in the low-metallicity, gas-rich

outer parts of the disc (see for example Rix & Bovy, 2013). Extensive numeri-

cal and analytic work has been done to recreate a realistic Galactic disc that could

recreate the density profiles, age distribution and abundance patterns seen in the

Galactic disc (e.g., Brook et al., 2012; Stinson et al., 2013; Grand et al., 2016),

but this remains a challenge to date. In the following section, we briefly discuss

the current structure of the Galactic disc with an emphasis on the thick and thin
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disc dichotomy. We also introduce recent work to understand what processes could

explain the current structure of the Galactic disc, including satellite accretion and

radial migration.

Characterising the Galactic disc by referring to global properties, such as mass,

size and abundance pattern, provides a comparison with other disc galaxies and

their formation and evolution histories. However, there appear to be strong correla-

tions between the kinematics, abundances and ages within the disc, which motivate

“dissecting” the disc into subcomponents. Gilmore & Reid (1983) discovered the

thick and thin discs empirically after the two components thick and thin discs are

previously known in other galaxies (e.g., Burstein, 1979; Tsikoudi, 1979). They de-

termined the vertical density profiles of a sample of 12,500 stars from UK Schmidt

Telescope plates and showed that the vertical density profile can be fit with two ex-

ponential profiles of “thin” and “thick” discs. The estimated sizes of the “thin” and

“thick” discs are suggested to be 300± 50 pc and 900± 180 pc, respectively, for

the scale height and 2.6±0.5 kpc and 2.0±0.2 kpc for the radial scale length (e.g.,

Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard, 2016). Also, the thick disc stars are older and more

metal-poor than the thin disc stars and the thick disc has a higher velocity disper-

sion and slower mean rotation than the thin disc (e.g., Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard,

2016).

The formation of the thick disc include scenarios where stars are accreted di-

rectly from a disrupted satellite galaxy (Abadi et al., 2003), disc heating through

minor mergers (Toth & Ostriker, 1992; Quinn et al., 1993; Kazantzidis et al., 2008;

Villalobos & Helmi, 2008; Moster et al., 2010) or a gas-rich merger that triggers star

formation (e.g., Brook et al., 2004; Grand et al., 2018, 2020). Internal dynamical

processes, such as radial migration, may also gradually populate a thick-disc-like

structure (Schönrich & Binney, 2009b; Loebman et al., 2011; Minchev et al., 2012).

The complex present-day structure of the Galactic disc is also likely to be shaped

by a combination of non-equilibrium events, such as satellite interactions (e.g., La-

porte et al., 2019), bar dynamics (e.g., Khoperskov et al., 2018) and spiral structure

effects (e.g., Hunt et al., 2019).
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Radial migration may play a significant role in shaping the properties of the

Galactic disc. A description of what radial migration is and its effects were first

given in Sellwood & Binney (2002). Stars may migrate from their birth radii due to,

for example, the interaction of stars with transient spirals at their corotation reso-

nance, which in turn, can change a star’s angular momentum without increasing the

orbital random motion as summarised in Sellwood & Binney (2002). Radial migra-

tion may also happen as a result of the interaction of the bar with the spiral structure

and this is expected to be even more efficient (Minchev & Famaey, 2010; Minchev

et al., 2011). Radial migration in the Galaxy may drive a flat age-metallicity gradi-

ent (Sellwood & Binney, 2002; Roškar et al., 2008; Schönrich & Binney, 2009b).

Disentangling the role of radial migration in the Milky Way is a key problem to be

solved by large Milky Way surveys.

1.4 Towards a chrono-chemo-dynamical map of the

Milky Way disc
The Milky Way’s disc is a complex structure that displays highly non-trivial dy-

namical features across stars of different ages and abundances. To facilitate an

understanding of the disc’s formation and evolution, scientists “dissected” the disc

using geometrical and kinematical criteria. An example is the “thin-thick” disc

subcomponents, which now are present in every textbook on galaxy formation and

evolution. However, spatially or kinematically defined subcomponents are not good

tracers for the dynamical evolution of the disc as hierarchical assembly and sec-

ular evolution processes smooth out dynamical footprints over time (e.g., Wielen,

1977; Sellwood & Binney, 2002; Schönrich & Binney, 2009b). Hence, different

indicators, such as age and chemical abundances, are necessary to make informed

inferences about what each subcomponent can tell us about the whole disc. In this

section, we discuss recent efforts into mapping the Galactic disc using chemical

abundances as tracers. We then consider the possibility of using the age informa-

tion as a further constraint on the evolution of the disc and ultimately construct a

chrono-chemo-dynamical map of the Milky Way disc.
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Studies of the chemistry and kinematics of the solar neighbourhood, which

used astrometric data from the Hipparcos mission (Perryman et al., 1997) and com-

plementary spectroscopic information, revealed the existence of two sequences of

high and low-[α/Fe] stars in the [α/Fe]-[Fe/H] plane (e.g., Fuhrmann, 1998; Bensby

et al., 2005; Adibekyan et al., 2012). Stars belonging to the high-[α/Fe] sequence

are kinematically hotter than those in the low-[α/Fe] sequence (e.g., Feltzing &

Chiba, 2013; Prochaska et al., 2000). Due to their high velocity dispersion, the

high-[α/Fe] stars are thought to belong to the geometrically-defined “thick” disc.

More recently, data from large-scale spectroscopic surveys, such as APOGEE sur-

vey, was used to confirm the existence of the two sequences in the [α/Fe]-[Fe/H]

plane across a large radial extent of the Galactic disc (Anders et al., 2014; Hayden

et al., 2015; Mackereth et al., 2019).

Another intriguing discovery that came from studies of the solar neighborhood

stars is that there is no apparent correlation between age and metallicity (e.g., Nord-

ström et al., 2004; Casagrande et al., 2011). The metallicity distribution function

(MDF) is found to be broader for the older stars (e.g., Casagrande et al., 2011; Hay-

wood, 2008). These findings disfavour simple chemical evolution models of the

disc and hint at the presence of a dynamical process, such as radial migration, that

may have flattened the age-metallicity gradient. Radial migration could also ex-

plain the high metallicity end of the MDF, as stars with higher metallicities formed

elsewhere, likely in the inner disc, may have migrated to the solar radius. The low

metallicity ends are explained from the stars from the outer disc too.

More recent efforts of mapping the chemo-dynamical evolution of the Galaxy

focused on the study of “mono-abundance stellar populations” (MAPs, Rix & Bovy,

2013), defined as populations of stars with similar elemental abundances (Yanny

et al., 2009; Bovy et al., 2012b). The choice to use MAPs as tracers for the dy-

namical evolution of the disc was primarily due to stars conserving their elemental

abundances during their life. Bovy et al. (2012b) used SEGUE data to determine

the spatial dependence of the kinematics and the mass profiles of MAPs. For their

study, MAPs were defined as 0.1 dex bins in [Fe/H] and 0.05 dex bins in [α/Fe].
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They showed that the vertical density profile of each MAP is well described by an

isothermal profile with no sign of bimodality which would be indicative of thick-

thin disc like substructures. They also measured their scale height and found that it

continuously decreases with decreasing [α/Fe]. Then, they were able to determine

the contribution of stellar surface mass density at the solar radius from stars across

all scale heights considered. They showed that the density profile at the solar ra-

dius is well described by two-exponentials, which is in agreement with earlier work

by Gilmore & Reid (1983). Bovy et al. (2012b)’s work is pioneering as it proves

that, by carefully choosing your tracers, the Galactic disc, previously thought of as

structurally discontinuous, may well be continuous.

Using the full APOGEE data of giant stars, Hayden et al. (2015) determined,

for the first time, the MDF across the disc, both radially (3 < R < 15 kpc) and

vertically (|z|< 2 kpc). Unless otherwise stated, R and |Z| denote the Galactocentric

radius and vertical height from the Galactic plane, respectively. Their results show

a strongly negatively skewed MDF in the inner Galaxy, with an opposing trend

of a positively skewed profile in the outer Galaxy near R = 10 kpc. A puzzling

result which cannot be explained by classical one-zone chemical evolution models

is the existence of super-solar metallicity stars at very large radii, where the MDF

peaks around −0.4 dex. Such results favour radial migration taking place in the

disc and the super-solar metallicity stars born in the inner disc migrated to the outer

disc. Hayden et al. (2015) also mapped the distribution of stars in the [α/Fe]-[Fe/H]

plane and their results showed the existence of a bimodal distribution across all radii

considered.

The ultimate goal of the Galactic archaeology is obtaining the age of stars

with these detailed chemical abundances and the precise kinematics from the Gaia

mission. Then, we can map the history of the formation and evolution of the Galac-

tic disc chronologically. In this thesis, we utilise the stellar ages measured with

isochrone fitting (Chapter 2) and asteroseismology (Chapter 3) to study the forma-

tion and evolution history of the Galactic thick and thin discs and the impact of

radial migration. As mentioned in Section 1.1, the formation of the Milky Way is
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inherently linked with structure formation on cosmological scales, where the elusive

dark matter plays an elemental role. Knowing the nature of the dark matter particle

would allow us to construct an accurate map of the dark matter distribution around

the Milky Way and, hence, understand our Galaxy’s formation history better. In

Chapter 4, we take advantage of the new Gaia DR2 to test the claimed nature of an-

nihilating dark matter by looking for dwarf spheroidal galaxies in the field of eight

potential dark matter annihilating sources found by Fermi. Dwarf spheroidals are a

particularly clean target for a dark matter annihilation signal because of their high

mass-to-light ratios and relatively low contamination from astrophysical sources.

Finding a dwarf galaxy at the position of an unassociated, extended Fermi source

would provide the first observational evidence of the association between a dwarf

spheroidal galaxy and gamma-ray emission and would be a “smoking gun” for in-

direct detections of dark matter.

1.5 The work of this thesis

In Chapter 2, we investigate the vertical metallicity gradients of five mono-age stel-

lar populations between 0 and 11 Gyr for a sample of 18,435 dwarf stars selected

from the cross-matched TGAS and RAVE DR 5. We find a correlation between

the vertical metallicity gradients and age, with no vertical metallicity gradient in

the youngest population and an increasingly steeper negative vertical metallicity

gradient for the older stellar populations. The metallicity at disc plane remains

almost constant between 2 and 8 Gyr and it becomes significantly lower for the

8 < τ ≤ 11 Gyr population. The analysis in Chapter 2 also reveals that the intrinsic

dispersion in metallicity increases steadily with age. We discuss that our results

are consistent with a scenario that the thin disc stars formed from a flaring thin

star-forming disc.

To further study the chrono-chemo-dynamics of the Galactic disc, in Chap-

ter 3 we develop a Bayesian Machine Learning framework called BINGO (Bayesian

INference for Galactic archaeOlogy) centred around a Bayesian Neural Network.

After being trained on the APOGEE and Kepler asteroseismic age data, BINGO
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is used to obtain precise relative stellar age estimates with uncertainties for the

APOGEE stars. We carefully construct a training set to minimise bias and apply

BINGO to a stellar population that is similar to our training set. We then select

the 17,305 stars with ages from BINGO and reliable kinematic properties obtained

from Gaia DR2. By combining the age and chemo-kinematical information, we dis-

sect the Galactic disc stars into three components, namely, the thick disc (old high-

[α/Fe], [α/Fe] > 0.12), the thin disc (young low-[α/Fe]) and the Bridge, which is

a region between the thick and thin discs. Our results indicate that the thick disc

formed at an early epoch only in the inner region and the inner disc smoothly trans-

forms to the thin disc. We found that the outer disc follows a different chemical

evolution pathway from the inner disc. The outer metal-poor stars only start form-

ing after the compact thick disc phase has completed and the star-forming gas disc

extended outwardly with metal-poor gas accretion. We found that in the Bridge re-

gion the range of [Fe/H] becomes wider with decreasing age, which suggests that

the Bridge region corresponds to the transition phase from the smaller chemically

well-mixed thick disc to a larger thin disc with a metallicity gradient.

In Chapter 4, we make the first attempt to find dwarf galaxies in eight Fermi-

LAT extended unassociated source fields using Gaia DR2 to study the nature of

dark matter indirectly. After probing previously unexplored heliocentric distances

of d < 20 kpc with an extreme-deconvolution technique (XD, Bovy et al., 2011),

we find no sign of a dwarf galaxy in any of these fields despite Gaia’s excellent

astrometric accuracy. The detection limits are estimated by applying the XD method

to mock data, obtaining a conservative limit on the stellar mass of M∗ < 104M�

for d < 20 kpc. Such a low stellar mass implies either a low-mass subhalo or a

massively stripped-down subhalo. We use an analytic model for stripped subhalos

to argue that, given the sizes and fluxes of the Fermi-LAT sources, we can reject the

hypothesis that they owe to dark matter annihilation.

In Chapter 5, we provide the conclusion of the studies in this thesis. The

direction of future work is also discussed in Chapter 5.



Chapter 2

The vertical metallicity gradients of

mono-age stellar populations in the

Milky Way with the RAVE and Gaia

data

This chapter is based on Ciucǎ et al. (2018a).

2.1 Introduction
Galactic archaeology is entering a golden era with the Gaia space mission, which is

providing positional and proper motion information for over a billion stars (Gaia

Collaboration et al., 2016a). Gaia’s Radial Velocity Spectrometer (Cropper &

Katz, 2010) will provide radial velocity measurements for the 150 million brightest

stars in the Milky Way. Large-scale stellar spectroscopic surveys, such as RAVE,

SEGUE, LAMOST, APOGEE, Gaia-ESO and GALAH, aim to complement the

Gaia data with chemical and radial velocity information for the faint stars, thus al-

lowing us to probe the Milky Way to unprecedented scale and detail. One of the

most cogent approaches that employ Gaia and spectroscopic survey data is to map

the chemo-dynamical structure of the Galaxy as a function of time. In this way, we

can discern the role of various internal processes in shaping the geometry, dynamics

and chemistry of the Galaxy at every evolutionary stage by comparing observations
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with theoretical models, often in which the time evolution is the clearest indicator.

Stellar age is an essential ingredient in mapping the chrono-chemo-dynamical

structure of the Milky Way. Determining the age of stars is a challenging problem.

There are several ways to obtain the ages of stars, including isochrone fitting (e.g.,

Holmberg et al., 2009; Casagrande et al., 2011; Haywood et al., 2013), asteroseis-

mology (e.g., Chaplin & Miglio, 2013, for a review) and the carbon to nitrogen,

[C/N], abundance ratio (Masseron & Gilmore, 2015; Martig et al., 2016, see also

Chapter 3). For example, by using the age information in conjunction with metal-

licity and distance measurements, we can characterise the radial and vertical metal-

licity profile of the Galactic disc at every evolutionary stage. Then, we can make

informed inferences about the kinematic and dynamical properties of the Galactic

disc at the formation and subsequent evolutionary stages.

Using 418 red-giant stars from the CoRoT and APOGEE combined data close

to the Galactic plane (6 < R . 13 kpc, |Z| < 0.3 kpc), Anders et al. (2017) in-

vestigated the radial metallicity distribution of stars in different mono-age stellar

populations, defined as a group of stars with similar ages. They found that, at each

radius, the intrinsic dispersion of the metallicity distribution increases with age.

Also, their study revealed that the radial metallicity gradient flattens with age.

These observational trends can be explained as follows. Here, we assume that

there was no metallicity dispersion for stars formed at a fixed radius as is seen

for young B stars in the solar neighbourhood (Nieva & Przybilla, 2012; Feltzing

& Chiba, 2013), but there was a negative radial metallicity gradient. Then, at a

fixed radius, radial mixing of stars could have brought more metal-rich stars from

the inner region and more metal-poor stars from the outer region (e.g., Sellwood

& Binney, 2002; Schönrich & Binney, 2009a,b; Minchev et al., 2013; Grand et al.,

2015) and this would increase the metallicity dispersion. Since older stars had more

time to be affected by radial mixing, the older stellar population at a fixed radius

contains both more metal-poor and rich stars than the younger population, and this

explains the broader metallicity dispersion of the older stars. The flattening of the

radial metallicity gradient can be explained by the radial metallicity gradient at
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formation time being flatter at earlier epochs or radial mixing flattening the radial

metallicity gradient for the older stars (e.g., Roškar et al., 2008; Sánchez-Blázquez

et al., 2009; Minchev et al., 2014; Grand et al., 2015; Kawata et al., 2017).

Another study that measured the metallicity distribution in the Galactic disc as

a function of age was done by Xiang et al. (2015). They employed the LAM-

OST Spectroscopic Survey of the Galactic Anti-Center dataset (LSS-GAC; Liu

et al., 2014) and used photometric distances to perform isochrone fitting of turn-

off stars to obtain stellar ages for 297,042 stars covering a vast region between

7.5 < R < 13.5 kpc and |Z|< 2.5 kpc. They found that the measured radial metal-

licity gradients are approximately constant up to the age of 11 Gyr. They considered

an age-defined thick disc as the population of stars with age > 11 Gyr and found

that this thick disc population has a flat radial metallicity gradient, distinct from the

younger thin disc populations.

Xiang et al. (2015) also investigated the vertical metallicity gradients of mono-

age stellar populations by splitting their sample into age bins of width 2 to 3 Gyr

between 2 and 11 Gyr and a wider single age bin for the 11-16 Gyr popula-

tion. Their results revealed that at the solar radius, the older mono-age stel-

lar populations display increasingly steep negative vertical metallicity gradients

from d[M/H]/d|Z| ' −0.13 dex kpc−1 for stars with ages between 2 and 4 Gyr

to d[M/H]/d|Z| ' −0.21 dex kpc−1 for the 8− 11 Gyr population. However, the

oldest population with age > 11 Gyr shows a flatter vertical metallicity gradient of

d[M/H]/d|Z| = −0.11 dex kpc−1. Here, we use [M/H] to indicate the metallicity

defined as [M/H] = log10(M/H)− log10(M/H)�, with M indicating the metal mass

fraction and H the hydrogen mass fraction in the star.

An indirect approach to determine the vertical metallicity of mono-age stellar

populations relies on using [α/Fe] as a proxy for age (e.g., Smecker-Hane & Wyse,

1992; Haywood et al., 2013; Hayden et al., 2015). Older stars are thought to be

more α-enhanced than their younger counterparts. For example, using dwarf stars

selected from the SEGUE survey, Schlesinger et al. (2014) found a negligible verti-

cal metallicity gradient for different [α/Fe] populations above the Milky Way plane
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(0.3 < |Z| < 0.6 kpc), where α and Fe indicate α-element and iron abundances,

respectively. Assuming [α/Fe] is a proxy for age, Schlesinger et al. (2014)’s results

imply that mono-age stellar populations should have similarly negligible vertical

metallicity gradients, in contradiction with the Xiang et al. (2015) result. However,

a recent numerical simulation by Minchev et al. (2017) argues that the [α/Fe] may

not be an irrevocable proxy for the age. What is more, Mackereth et al. (2017)

showed that mono-age stellar populations flare even for the highest [α/Fe] (see also

Martig et al., 2014). Thus, robust age estimates are needed to map the chemical

profile of the mono-age stellar populations of the Galactic disc.

The vertical metallicity gradients as a function of stellar age provide strong

constraints on the importance of radial mixing and vertical structure of the star-

forming disc at the different epochs. It is a common assumption that the (thin) disc

stars formed from a thin high-density molecular gas, where vertical chemical diffu-

sion must be efficient, and thus, the mono-age stellar populations that formed from

this gas disc should have no initial vertical metallicity gradients. At the same time,

the mono-age stellar populations must have had a negative radial metallicity gradi-

ent initially, as was summarised in Anders et al. (2017), as discussed above. Then,

the existence of a vertical metallicity gradient in a mono-age stellar population of

the current Galactic disc stars indicates that a dynamical mechanism, such as radial

mixing, built up the vertical metallicity gradient (e.g., Minchev et al., 2013; Kawata

et al., 2017; Schönrich & McMillan, 2017). Measuring the change of the vertical

metallicity gradient with age gives strong constraints on the mechanism.

Using an N-body simulation of a simplified Milky Way-like disc model and

the working assumptions of no initial vertical metallicity gradient and a negative

radial metallicity gradient, Kawata et al. (2017) showed that if the mono-age disc

population formed with a constant vertical scale height, then radial mixing could

drive a positive vertical metallicity gradient of the mono-age stellar population. This

process can happen because the metal-rich (poor) stars from the inner (outer) disc

tend to end up at a higher (lower) vertical height due to their original higher (lower)

vertical energy in the inner (outer) region of the disc. Then, if radial mixing is slow
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enough, older populations should show a more positive vertical metallicity gradient.

Kawata et al. (2017) also suggested that a mono-age stellar population can

build up a negative vertical metallicity gradient if the scale height of the mono-age

disc increases with the radius, i.e. flaring. This is because when the metal-poor stars

in the outer region, where stars have higher vertical energy due to their greater scale

height, migrate inwards, they oscillate vertically more and become dominant at the

higher vertical height in the inner region, which leads to a negative vertical metal-

licity gradient. In this flaring star-forming disc case, if the radial mixing process is

slow enough, the older populations should have a more negative vertical metallicity

gradient, because more stars from the outer region migrate into the inner region and

occupy the higher vertical height region. Hence, the vertical metallicity gradient for

the mono-age stellar population provides critical information for understanding the

dynamical evolution in the Galactic disc. Xiang et al. (2015) did pioneering work

in studying the vertical metallicity gradient of the mono-age stellar population. Fur-

ther research with independent data is needed to follow up on their work.

In September 2016, Gaia Collaboration et al. (2016b) released their first Gaia

data, including the Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solution dataset (TGAS; Michalik

et al., 2015), which provides accurate astrometry for more than 2 million bright

stars. At the same time, the RAVE survey team made their fifth data release (DR5,

Kunder et al., 2017), consisting of carefully calibrated metallicity and stellar param-

eters of more than 200,000 stars that are also present in the TGAS which provides

accurate parallax, i.e. distance, information. The combined dataset of TGAS and

RAVE is a unique dataset that allows us to determine the vertical metallicity gra-

dient. Hence, in this chapter we present an independent, new measurement of the

vertical metallicity gradients as a function of age for solar neighbourhood stars.

Our sample goes up only a few 100 pc from the plane, for which accurate paral-

lax measurements are available. The typical errors in the metallicity measurements

with RAVE are about 0.1 dex. This makes it challenging to reliably determine the

vertical metallicity gradient of the level of about d[M/H]/d|Z| ∼ 0.1 dex kpc−1.

Therefore, we employ the Bayesian hierarchical model of Kelly (2007) to perform
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robust linear regression, which is a very flexible method that enables us to measure

not only the vertical metallicity gradient and intercept, but also the intrinsic dis-

persion of the metallicity of mono-age stellar populations. This more sophisticated

approach applied to new data allows us to determine for the first time the vertical

metallicity gradient of the youngest population of 0-2 Gyr.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.2 we describe the observa-

tional data, the method employed to obtain the measurements of vertical metallicity

gradients for the mono-age stellar population and how the observational bias due

to stellar population is accounted for in the analysis. Then, we define mono-age

stellar populations as samples of stars belonging to different age bins. We describe

how we fit the vertical metallicity gradients using the Bayesian hierarchical model

of Kelly (2007). Section 2.3 presents the results of our measurement of the vertical

metallicity gradient for the stars with different ages. In Section 2.4, we compare our

results with another isochrone fitting method (McMillan et al., 2018). Section 2.5

provides the discussion and summary of our study.

2.2 Methods

We use the cross-matched TGAS and RAVE DR5 catalogue to use RAVE metal

abundance and stellar parameters with the TGAS astrometric data. TGAS is the

primary astrometric data set in the first Gaia data release (Gaia Collaboration et al.,

2016a) and provides position, parallax and proper motion information for 2,057,050

stars which are in the Tycho-2 catalogue (Høg et al., 2000). The parallaxes have me-

dian uncertainties of 0.3 mas, with an additional systematic error of around 0.3 mas

(Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016a; Lindegren et al., 2016). RAVE DR5 provides

effective temperature, surface gravity and overall metallicity carefully calibrated

against other spectroscopic data and the Kepler-2 (K2) asteroseismic data (Kunder

et al., 2017). From the cross-matched TGAS-RAVE DR5, we obtain parallax and

metallicity information for 215,590 stars.

For this study, we select stars with Galactic latitude |b| > 25° to ensure

an unbiased sky coverage by RAVE (Wojno et al., 2017). As recommended
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in Kunder et al. (2017), we select “normal” stars with RAVE flags that satisfy

c1=c2=c3=c4=...=c20=“n” and with ALGO CONV = 0, frac c > 0.7, CHISQ <

2,000 and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) > 20 to obtain a sample with high-quality

metallicity measurements. These high-quality cuts for metallicity and stellar pa-

rameters are complemented by a further cut in relative parallax error less than 20%

for accurate distance measurements in TGAS which allows us to treat the distance

errors as Gaussian. As shown below, we minimise the selection bias induced by

the selection by limiting our colour-magnitude range and taking into account stellar

population bias.

Tycho-2 is 90% complete up to magnitude V = 11.5 mag (Høg et al., 2000).

Although the TGAS sample is not the same as the Tycho-2 sample (Arenou et al.,

2017), we assume that TGAS provides a good enough level of completeness for

this study in this magnitude limit. Because the TGAS selection against the Tycho-2

should not introduce any bias for the metallicity of stars at different heights which

are the focus of this chapter, we assume that this is a safe assumption.

The magnitudes used in this analysis are extinction-corrected using the same

method described in Section 10 of Kunder et al. (2017). To control our selection

bias, we select samples in J−K, K colour-magnitude diagram (CMD). To obtain

accurate age measurements, we focus on dwarf stars in this study. We found that

dwarf stars roughly follow V = K + 3.28(J−K) + 0.35 mag. This scaling rela-

tion provides that V < 11.5 mag corresponds to K < 11.15− 3.28(J−K) and this

magnitude limit is much brighter than I < 12 mag limit where the RAVE sample is

chemically unbiased (Wojno et al., 2017). In addition, to sample dwarf stars, we se-

lect stars with 0.2 < J−K < 0.4 mag. As discussed below, this colour cut provides

a compromised solution to minimise selection bias and maximise the sample size.

The stellar ages are measured by Jane Lin and provided for this research. The

ages have been determined using a Bayesian isochrone fitting method called Elli

(Lin et al., 2018). The uncertainties of the age measured with Elli are smaller than

those reported in the literature due to the extra constraint from TGAS parallaxes

(Lin et al., 2018). To assure reliable age estimates, we use only stars whose relative
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Figure 2.1: Comparison between stellar ages determinated using Elli and ages in
Casagrande et al. (2011). The scatter in the two estimates is shown in the
left panel, with the black line displaying the 1:1 relationship. The distribution
of the difference between the two age estimates is shown in the right panel,
with the vertical solid and dashed lines indicating the mean of −0.30 dex and
standard deviation of 0.40 dex, respectively.

age error is less than 50%.

The stellar isochrones used in this version of Elli are taken from the Dart-

mouth Stellar evolution database (Dotter et al., 2008), with −2.48 ≤ [Fe/H]init ≤
+0.56 dex and −0.2 ≤ [α/Fe] ≤ +0.8 dex. The age and mass grids range from

250 Myr to 15 Gyr and 0.1 to 4.0 M�, respectively, with solar abundances adopted

from Grevesse & Sauval (1998). The equation of state for stellar evolution tracks is

assumed to follow the general ideal gas law for stars heavier than 0.8 M�, with the

Debye-Hückel correction, and the FreeEOS equation of state for stars less massive

than 0.8 M� 1. The conditions at the surface of the star are computed using the

PHOENIX model atmospheres with Teff ranging from 2,000 to 10,000 K and logg

from 0.5 to 5.5 dex. For stars hotter than 10,000 K, Castelli & Kurucz (2003) model

atmospheres are employed.

1http://freeeos.sourceforge.net/
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The method consists of sampling from a posterior distribution p1 which is the

product of a likelihood L and the prior distribution p0 to construct a probability

distribution for the parameters of interest, which in this case, are the age (τ), mass

(M) and bulk metallicity [Fe/H]init. The mathematical description for the posterior

probability distribution is given as:

p1(τ,M, [Fe/H]init|Teff, [Fe/H],d) ∝ p0L, (2.1)

where the likelihood L is defined as:

L = ∏
i

1√
2πσi

× exp
(
−(Oi−Si)

2

2σ2
i

)
, (2.2)

where Oi is the observed values, Teff, [Fe/H] and MK and Si are the model values.

Note that the absolute magnitude, MK, depends on the distance, d.

Similar to our main analysis of determining the vertical metallicity gradient de-

scribed below, the posterior is sampled using Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).

The observed values, Oi, are compared with model values, Si, obtained by interpo-

lating τ,M and [Fe/H]init over the corresponding grid values of isochrones. We did

not use logg due to its large uncertainty in the RAVE data. MK and the distance

were obtained from the 2MASS apparent magnitude and the TGAS parallax, re-

spectively. For each isochrone, the likelihood is then computed following Equation

(2.2), assuming the observed parameters have Gaussian errors and the age esti-

mate is obtained by maximising the logarithm of the likelihood function for a given

metallicity.

To validate the version of Elli used in this chapter, we used the Elli age

measurements for the sample of Casagrande et al. (2011), and Fig. 2.1 provides a

comparison between the ages derived with Elli and the ages shown in Casagrande

et al. (2011). The difference in the ages between two methods with respect to their

errors are shown in the right panel and are indicative of a reasonable agreement.

Although the Elli age is systematically larger than Casagrande et al. (2011), the

differences are within error, which is not surprising given that different isochrones
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Figure 2.2: Colour-magnitude diagram of the selected sample before applying a cut in rel-
ative age error (red dots) and of the matched TGAS-RAVE DR5 sample (black
dots) at |b| > 25°. The magnitude cut K < 11.15−3.28(J−K) mag is shown
as the dotted red line.

are applied in these two methods. In Section 2.4, we also provide a more extensive

comparison with another isochrone fitting method (McMillan et al., 2018). The

results in Section 2.4 also demonstrate that the age measurements suffer from sys-

tematic uncertainty. However, it proves that the qualitative trends discussed in this

chapter are robust.

Fig. 2.2 shows the J −K vs. K colour-magnitude diagram for our selected

sample (red) before applying a cut in relative age error (see above) and the matched

TGAS-RAVE DR5 (black) in the selected sky coverage of |b| > 25°. The left and

right panels of Fig. 2.3 display the cumulative distribution functions in the J−K

and K distribution, respectively, for our selected sample before applying a cut in

relative age error and the TGAS and RAVE cross-matched sample (referred as

“TGAS+RAVE sample”) within the chosen colour (0.2 < J−K < 0.4 mag) and

magnitude range. Fig. 2.3 shows that for 0.2 < J−K < 0.4 mag, the cumulative

distribution function of the J−K distribution for our sample follows that of the
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Figure 2.3: Cumulative distribution functions for the J−K colour (left) and K magnitude
(right) between our selected sample before applying a cut in relative age error
(red) and all the TGAS and RAVE cross-matched data, i.e. the pre-selection
data (black) in the selected magnitude range and with a colour selection of
0.2 < J−K < 0.4 mag.
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Figure 2.4: Spatial distribution in the R−|Z| plane for our selected sample. The greyscale
contours indicate the number density distribution of stars, with white and black
corresponding to the the highest and lowest density region, respectively.
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Figure 2.5: The metallicity distribution with height for the five mono-age stellar popula-
tions considered and the sample for the whole age range, including stars older
than 11 Gyr (bottom right). Points are colour-coded by the stellar population
weight as defined in Section 2.2 and interpreted in Section 2.3. The stellar
population weight is the inverse of the probability to observe a star. The red-
der colour indicates higher weight. For each subplot, overplotted in solid black
line is the best-fit linear regression slope from the unweighted case. The dashed
black lines represent the intrinsic dispersion.

RAVE-TGAS sample where no selection is applied. The cumulative distribution

function of the K magnitude distribution for our sample shows no significant devi-

ation from that of the RAVE+TGAS sample. Although the 0.2 < J−K < 0.4 mag

colour cut seems to introduce bias, this is our compromised solution after we ex-

plored various other colour cut ranges. Our final data set after applying a cut in

relative age error includes 18,435 sources populating a limited volume in both the

vertical and radial direction of ∼ 500 pc from the Sun as shown in Fig. 2.4.

We analyse the vertical metallicity gradient for five mono-age stellar popula-

tions, defined as populations of stars in 2-3 Gyr age bins. In this chapter, we use

age intervals of 0-2, 2-4, 4-6, 6-8 and 8-11 Gyr and call them mono-age stellar pop-

ulations. Strictly speaking, a 2-3 Gyr age bin cannot be called a mono-age stellar

population. However, since we need a statistically significant sample of stars for

each population, we use this large age bin. The cut in age at 11 Gyr is also due to

the same sample size requirement (see also Section 2.4).

The vertical metallicity gradients of the mono-age stellar populations are anal-

ysed using the linear regression method of Kelly (2007), which employs a Bayesian

hierarchical model. This approach enables us to measure the vertical metallicity gra-
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dient taking into account heteroscedastic measurement errors and intrinsic scatter in

the regression relationship (Kelly, 2007). The equations to describe the probabilistic

hierarchical model are given in Kelly (2007) as:

ξi ∼ p(ξ |ψ), (2.3)

ηi|ξi ∼ N(α +βξi,σ
2), (2.4)

yi,xi|ηi,ξi ∼ N2([ηi,ξi],Σi), (2.5)

where (ξi,ηi) are the actual values. The observed values (xi,yi) are measured with

errors (εx,i,εy,i) as:

xi = ξi + εx,i, (2.6)

yi = ηi + εy,i. (2.7)

In this hierarchical model, ξi is drawn from a probability distribution de-

scribed by a set of parameters ψ . ηi is drawn from a Normal distribution with

mean of α + βξi and variance σ2, where α , β , σ are the slope, intercept and

intrinsic dispersion, respectively. The observed values, xi and yi come from the

multivariate normal density with mean ξi and ηi and the random measurement er-

rors of εx,i and εy,i. The random measurement errors are assumed to follow an-

other multivariate normal probability distribution with covariance matrix Σi, where

Σ11,i = σ2
x,i, Σ22,i = σ2

y,i. The non-diagonal terms in Σi are zero since we assume

non-correlated errors between metallicity, yi, and the vertical height, xi, for our

data. The method is based on deriving a likelihood function for the measured data

p(xi,yi|θ ,ψ) = p(yi|xi,θ ,ψ)p(xi|ψ), where θ = (α,β ,σ2) (Kelly, 2007). In the

current analysis, we model ξ as a Gaussian distribution, characterised by a mean

µ1 and variance τ1. These parameters define the parameter set ψ = (µ1,τ1) (Kelly,

2007).

For each mono-age stellar population sample, we obtain the vertical height of

stars |Z| from a distance calculated from the TGAS parallaxes and Galactic lati-

tudes, assuming the vertical offset of the Sun to be Z� = 25 pc (Bland-Hawthorn &
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Gerhard, 2016). The vertical distance errors are computed as sin(b)πe/π2, where π

is the parallax and πe is the error in parallax from the TGAS data, with an additional

0.3 mas systematic error in parallax (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016b). The distance

errors are not simply Gaussian with dispersion of πe/π2 (e.g., Bailer-Jones, 2015).

However, for simplicity we assume Gaussian errors to be a good approximation for

our selected data with π/πe > 5.0 and π > 0.0. The metallicity and their associated

errors are taken from the RAVE DR5 catalogue.

In the probabilistic model, we also consider the effect of the stellar population

bias as suggested in Casagrande et al. (2016). These probabilities, pi, for each star

to be observed in the colour magnitude range of our sample selection (Fig. 2.2) are

determined as a function of stellar age (τ), metallicity ([M/H]) and distance (d),

assuming the Salpeter Initial Mass Function (Salpeter, 1955), using the approach

of Casagrande et al. (2016) shown schematically in their Fig. 11. The grid of the

probabilities at different τ , [M/H] and d are computed by Luca Casagrade and pro-

vided for this research. The probabilities for each star is computed by interpolating

these grid data. To avoid an extrapolation which has a risk to cause too extreme

values, we use the probability associated with [M/H] = 0.5 and τ = 13 Gyr for

those stars with [M/H]> 0.5 or τ > 13 Gyr, respectively. We then define a weight

as wi = pi(τi, [M/H]i,di)
−1 for each star, which is then used to weight the log of

the likelihood functions: Nwi
∑i wi

lnLi([M/H]||Z|,θ ,ψ) and Nwi
∑i wi

lnLi(|Z||ψ), where

lnLi([M/H]) and lnLi(|Z|) correspond to p(yi|xi,θ ,ψ) and p(xi|ψ), respectively.

N is the number of stars in the sample. This entropic weighting, i.e. weighting in

the log for both likelihood functions is allowed since [M/H] and |Z| are assumed

to be independent measurements. For simplicity, we do not take into account the

uncertainties associated with the weights and instead use the weights from the mea-

sured age, [M/H] and distance, i.e. 1/π , without considering their errors. To avoid

an unreasonably large weight value due to a very low probability, which can happen

if the measured values are significantly different from their actual value, we cap the

weight at wi < 20.0, corresponding to a probability pi > 0.05. In this chapter, we

will refer to this weight as the stellar population weight and will perform an analy-
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sis with and without the weights. It is important to note that the stellar population

weight does not correct the stellar population bias perfectly. The computed prob-

abilities are dependent on the isochrones adopted in the stellar population model

and the current analysis does not take into account the observational errors of the

assigned probabilities. Therefore, the results of the weighted case are intended to

provide the effect of the stellar population bias in a qualitative manner.

Inference of the parameters is explored using a MCMC approach with an

Adaptive Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, which allows us to sample posterior distri-

butions and provides the full marginalised probability of the parameters. We imple-

ment this method in pymc, which facilitates modelling the complex dependencies

of the priors employed in the current analysis. The prior space consists of the model

parameters, α,β ,σ , as well as those describing the ξ distribution, and a full account

is given in Kelly (2007). α and β are drawn from the Uniform distribution with in-

finite bounds, Uniform(−∞,+∞). Their initial values are calculated using a simple

linear regression fit. σ is drawn from a Uniform distribution, Uniform(0,+∞), and

with an initial value of 0. The model parameters that describe the ξ distribution for

a one-component Gaussian, i.e. (µ1,τ1), are drawn from a Normal, N (µ0,u2), and

Inverse χ2 distribution, Inv-χ2(w2), respectively, with restrictive bounds given by

three other model parameters, w2, µ0, u2. The parameters, µ0 , u2 and w2, are also

drawn from their priors of Uniform(−∞,+∞), Inv-χ2(w2) and Uniform(0,∞). The

choice for this prior space follows that of Kelly (2007) and is described in more

detail in their Section 6.

2.3 Results

In Fig. 2.5, we present the vertical distribution in metallicity of the mono-age stellar

populations and of the full sample in the whole age range, including the stars older

than 11 Gyr. As discussed in Section 2.2, in our selected colour-magnitude range

each star has a different probability of being observed in the chosen colour and

magnitude range depending on distance, age and metallicity. We compute the stel-

lar population weight as the inverse of this probability and colour-code the points
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Figure 2.6: The best-fit estimates and their uncertainties for the slope of vertical metallicity
gradient as a function of age, τ , in both the weighted (light red) and unweighted
(black) cases. The shaded area gives the uncertainty space of the slope.

in Fig. 2.5 by the stellar population weight. We apply the Bayesian hierarchical

regression model described in Section 2.2 to the data for each mono-age stellar

population. This method is employed for two cases, namely with and without the

stellar population weight, referred to as the stellar population bias “weighted” and

“unweighted” case, respectively. Fig. 2.5 also shows our best fit linear regression

slope for the stellar population unweighted case as the median of the posterior dis-

tribution of the associated marginalised MCMC chains. The dashed lines indicate

the intrinsic dispersion. Table 2.1 gives the best-fit values with uncertainties for the

slope, α = d[M/H]/d |Z|, intercept, β and intrinsic dispersion, σ , for the five mono-

age populations as well as for the entire sample, including stars with ages greater

than 11 Gyr.

The slope for each mono-age stellar population as a function of age is shown

in Fig. 2.6. The results of the current analysis revealed that all our mono-age stel-

lar populations show a negative vertical metallicity gradient. There appears to be a

steady increase in steepness of the negative slope with increasing age. The youngest
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Figure 2.7: The best-fit estimates and their uncertainties for the intercept, β , from our ver-
tical metallicity gradient fitting as a function of age, τ , in both the weighted
(light red) and unweighted (black) cases. The shaded area gives the uncertainty
space of the intercept.

population of stars with ages between 0 and 2 Gyr show an almost flat vertical metal-

licity gradient, d[M/H]/d|Z| =−0.013+0.066
−0.070 dex kpc−1. The oldest population reach

a significantly more negative value, at d[M/H]/d|Z| =−0.441+0.122
−0.125 dex kpc−1 in the

stellar population unweighted case. The stellar population weighted case reveals a

qualitatively similar trend of negatively steeper vertical metallicity gradient. The

stellar population weighted case gives a slightly steeper slope than the unweighted

case, especially for the relatively older populations, τ & 4 Gyr. As it can be seen in

Fig. 2.5, at lower |Z|, the stellar population weight for the higher metallicity stars

is higher than the stellar population weight for the lower metallicity stars. As a re-

sult, higher weights for higher metallicity stars lead to a steeper negative slope and

higher values for the intercept (Fig. 2.7). Even with the added stellar population

bias effect, the current results reveal an almost flat vertical metallicity gradient for

the youngest population and increasingly negative vertical metallicity gradient for

the older age populations. Hence, we conclude that the observed trend is robust and

likely not due to the observational selection or stellar population biases.
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Figure 2.8: The best-fit estimates and their uncertainties for the intrinsic dispersion, σ , for
our vertical metallicity gradient fitting for mono-age stellar populations as a
function of age, τ , in both the weighted (light red) and unweighted (black)
cases. The shaded area gives the uncertainty space of the intrinsic dispersion.

Fig. 2.7 reveals the trend for our best-fit linear regression intercept values, β ,

of each mono-age stellar population for both the stellar population weighted and

unweighted cases. The stellar population unweighted and weighted cases show a

similar trend. The youngest stellar population of 0 < τ < 2 Gyr has a systemati-

cally higher metallicity than the older populations. The stars with ages between 2

and 8 Gyr show similar values for the intercept. The change in the intercept values

is smaller for the stellar population weighted case. On the other hand, the oldest

stellar population, 8 < τ < 11 Gyr, shows significantly lower metallicity. The inter-

cept indicates the metallicity at the disc plane, |Z| = 0 kpc. The stellar population

weighted case shows systematically higher values of the metallicity at the plane for

the stars older than∼ 4 Gyr. This trend corresponds to the steeper negative slope for

the stellar population weighted case in Fig. 2.6. The steeper negative slope, driven

by the higher weight of higher metallicity stars at lower |Z|, leads to the higher

[M/H] at the disc plane for the stellar population weighted case. The similarity be-

tween the weighted and unweighted cases reinforces the robustness of our results.
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In fact, this trend is reminiscent to the age-metallicity relation observed for the solar

neighbourhood stars (e.g., Casagrande et al., 2011; Haywood et al., 2013; Anders

et al., 2017). For example, Fig. 9 of Haywood et al. (2013) shows stars younger

than 2 Gyr have higher [Fe/H] than older stars 2. This systematically higher metal-

licity for stars younger than ∼ 2 Gyr is also seen in Fig. 4 of Anders et al. (2017).

Haywood et al. (2013) also showed that stars older than 8 Gyr have lower [Fe/H]

systematically and identified them as the age-defined thick disc.

Finally, the values of the intrinsic dispersion, σ , from our best-fit vertical

metallicity gradient model for the mono-age stellar populations for both the stel-

lar population weighted and unweighted cases are shown in Fig. 2.8. These values

are almost the same for both the weighted and unweighted cases. Our results re-

veal that the intrinsic dispersion increases steadily with age, from σ ∼ 0.13 dex for

the youngest population to σ ∼ 0.31 dex for the oldest population. As discussed

in Section 2.1, the larger intrinsic dispersion of the metallicity distribution of the

older stellar populations can be explained by a radial mixing mechanism which

brings more metal-rich (poor) stars from the inner (outer) region of the Galactic

disc. The steady increase of the intrinsic dispersion indicates that radial mixing has

not reached saturation, which is expected to happen if the radial mixing processes

mix stars born at different radii quickly. It is also important to note that our metallic-

ity dispersion is systematically higher than what is obtained by Anders et al. (2017)

for their mono-age stellar populations. This may be due to the large measurement

uncertainties in [M/H] from the RAVE data, as compared to their metallicity from

high SNR data from the APOGEE data. However, since there should not be a cor-

relation between the age and metallicity errors, for example, older stars should not

have higher uncertainties in metallicity in the RAVE data, we conclude the trend

that we observe is not induced by the observational uncertainties or selection bi-

ases. Instead, it is likely to be due to an inherently higher dispersion in metallicity

for the older population.

2Note that Haywood et al. (2013) used [Fe/H]. On the other hand, we use the [M/H] value from
RAVE DR5. Therefore, we use [Fe/H] when quoting the results of Haywood et al. (2013).
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Figure 2.9: Comparison between ages derived using Elli and the PJM17 method for the
sample of stars used in this chapter (see Section 2.2). The red dotted line dis-
plays a 1:1 relationship and it can be seen that the PJM17 age estimates are
systematically larger than those obtained using Elli.

2.4 Impact of the age estimates

In this chapter, we use the age estimate obtained using the isochrone fitting method

Elli (Lin et al., 2018). To test if our results are not affected by choice of the

technique employed to get age estimates, we have applied the same analysis to

the age estimates provided in McMillan et al. (2018), hereafter PJM17, who used

a different isochrone fitting method and different isochrones for the TGAS-RAVE

sample. First, we compare the ages derived with Elli and PJM17 in Fig. 2.9, where

we used the publicly available age and distance data of PJM17. The PJM17 method

provides overall larger derived ages than Elli and the difference between these two

age estimates is more significant in the older population.
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Figure 2.10: Fractional age uncertainty as a function of age for both the “Elli sample”
and “PJM17 sample” (see text).

We apply the same analysis described in Section 2.2 to the dataset using the

PJM17 age estimates and their uncertainties. Furthermore, we also cut in relative

age error at less than 50 %. A subsequent MCMC approach is taken to characterize

the slope, intercept and intrinsic dispersion of the vertical metallicity profile of the

mono-age populations considered in the main text. For this comparison, we also

discuss the results obtained for stars older than 11 Gyr because PJM17 provides a

statistically significant sample of these stars. The last age bin contains stars older

than 11 Gyr in Fig. 2.11, but for visualisation, we plot the results at τ = 14 Gyr. We

also applied the distance estimated in PJM17 rather than the distance from the TGAS

parallax to show that the results are not affected by choice of distance estimate. We

call this sample the “PJM17 sample” and the sample selected in Section 2.2 the

“Elli sample”. Fractional age uncertainty as a function of age for both samples is

shown in Fig. 2.10. Both samples are comparable in terms of the distribution of age

uncertainties against age.

Fig. 2.11 shows the results of the stellar population bias weighted (noted as “sp-

weighted”) and unweighted (noted as “unweighted”) cases. Within their estimated

uncertainties, the results for the gradient of the metallicity as a function of height for

the unweighted case are consistent between these analyses, except the age bins of

0-2 Gyr and 8-11 Gyr where the PJM17 sample shows rather unexpectedly steeper

and flat gradient, respectively. The results from the PJM17 sample preserve the main
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conclusion of this chapter qualitatively, namely that older stars have a more negative

vertical metallicity gradient than younger ones, with the stellar population weighted

result showing it more clearly.

Interestingly, the results for the slope for the 8 < τ < 11 Gyr age bin found

from our analysis using Elli are similar to those obtained for the > 11 Gyr age

bin in the PJM17 sample. This trend is present across all ages considered, with the

results for the vertical metallicity gradient obtained for the Elli sample being com-

parable to those for the PJM17 sample in one age bin older. In other words, we can

argue that although the age estimate may suffer from the systematic uncertainty as

demonstrated in Fig. 2.9, we can trust the relative trend of vertical metallicity gra-

dient with respect to stellar age. Hence, this comparison shows that the qualitative

trend we obtained from the analysis using the Elli sample is not affected by the

systematic biases or errors in the isochrone age estimates.

Fig. 2.11 also provides the results taking into account the age uncertainties by

computing the weights of the contribution to each age bin for each star following

Anders et al. (2017) and assuming the age is drawn from a Gaussian distribution. We

also weigh the age weights by the stellar population described in Section 2.2. The

results are labeled as “age-sp weighted” in Fig. 2.11. We applied the same weight-

ing procedure for the logarithm of the likelihood function as we did for the stellar

population bias weights in Section 2.2. Fig. 2.11 shows that the slopes in the age-sp-

weighted case are systematically flatter as stars with different mean ages with large

errors contribute to adjacent age bins. Therefore, we think that the age-weighted

results are underestimating the slope. Nevertheless, there is still a qualitative trend

of more negative slopes in older mono-age populations. This also provides the ro-

bustness of our conclusions. Fig. 2.11 also presents the results of the intercept and

the intrinsic dispersion. The trends are generally consistent with the results of the

slope and this demonstrates the robustness of our conclusion once again.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison between the results for slope, intercept and intrinsic dispersion of
the vertical metallicity profile of stars from the Elli (left panel) and PJM17

(right panel) samples (see text). The unweighted estimates are shown in black,
the stellar population weighted ones in red and the age-weighted ones in light
blue.

2.5 Discussion and Summary
In this chapter, we measured the dependence of metallicity on vertical height for

five different mono-age stellar populations by analysing combined data from the

TGAS and RAVE DR5 catalogues with an advanced linear regression model. Our

main results are summarised as follows:

1. The youngest population has an almost flat vertical metallicity gradient. Con-

trastingly, the older population shows a negative vertical metallicity gradient,

i.e. lower [M/H] at a higher height. Furthermore, the mono-age stellar pop-

ulations display an increasingly steeper negative vertical metallicity gradient

with age.

2. From the intercept value from the linear regression model, which yields the

metallicity at the disc plane (Z= 0 kpc), we found an age-metallicity relation.
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The youngest mono-age stellar population with ages between 0 and 2 Gyr

has systematically higher metallicity than stars older than 2 Gyr. Across the

three mono-age stellar populations within the age range of 2 to 8 Gyr, the

metallicity at the disc plane remains almost constant. On the other hand, the

oldest population of 8 < τ 6 11 Gyr shows significantly lower metallicity.

3. The linear regression model employed in our study enables us to analyse the

intrinsic dispersion in the metallicity distribution. We find that the dispersion

increases steadily with age up to 8 - 11 Gyr.

We minimised the observational selection bias induced by the various selection

criteria by selecting a sample in a specific colour and magnitude range. Addition-

ally, we applied the stellar population bias correction by weighting the likelihood

function with the inverse of the probability of seeing a star having a particular age

and metallicity and located at a certain distance in the selected colour and magnitude

range. In a qualitative sense, the results obtained by taking into account the stellar

population bias are similar to those obtained when no stellar population weighting

was applied. This fact is evidence that the results of this analysis are robust and

unlikely induced by observational selection bias or stellar population bias.

The vertical metallicity gradients found in our study are qualitatively consistent

with the study by Xiang et al. (2015) despite their vertical range (0 < |Z| < 2 kpc)

being much more extended than ours. At the solar radius, their results reveal a

steeper negative vertical metallicity gradient for the older mono-age stellar popu-

lations, which is in qualitative agreement with our results for stars with ages be-

tween 2 and 11 Gyr. Xiang et al. (2015) also found that stars with ages between 11

and 16 Gyr have a flatter gradient. Unfortunately, we cannot measure the vertical

metallicity gradient of this mono-age population since we do not have a statistically

significant subset of stars older than 11 Gyr in our sample. The bright magnitude

limit and the narrow colour range employed in our selection, as well as the limited

volume coverage of our sample, i.e. we are still rather confined to the plane, where

the majority of stars are young, limit our sample to stars not older than 11 Gyr. At

the youngest end, we found that stars with ages between 0 and 2 Gyr have an almost
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flat vertical metallicity gradient. Since Xiang et al. (2015) did not show the verti-

cal metallicity measurement for stars younger than 2 Gyr, our results reveal for the

first time the flat vertical metallicity gradient of the youngest population and con-

nect it with the gradually steeper negative vertical metallicity gradient of the older

population.

Before discussing the various scenarios that can explain our results, it is im-

portant to consider the Galactic disc evolution scenarios that our results can reject.

The fact that the older population has a distinctly negative vertical metallicity gra-

dient and the gradient becomes steeper with age strongly disfavors the existence of

a very strong vertical phase mixing of stars (like strong heating by satellite accre-

tion). Such a process would have driven a flat vertical metallicity gradient across the

mono-age stellar populations formed before the heating happened. In the light of

our results, the Milky Way disc should not have undergone dramatic heating leading

to strong vertical mixing. Furthermore, they seem to support the recent claims that

the Milky Way has not undergone any major merger in the last 10 Gyr (e.g., Ruchti

et al., 2015; Casagrande et al., 2016).

As justified in Section 2.1, it is natural to assume that each mono-age disc pop-

ulation had a negative radial metallicity gradient and no vertical metallicity gradient

when they formed. Under these conditions, our observed trend challenges one of

the numerical results of Kawata et al. (2017). According to their study, if a mono-

age stellar population of the Galactic disc had a constant scale height at all radii,

radial mixing would have driven a positive vertical metallicity gradient as discussed

in Section 2.1. Our results invalidate constant scale height for the initial structure

of the mono-age disc populations and suggest that the Galactic disc stars should not

have had a star-forming disc with a constant scale height across all radii.

On the other hand, our results support another model of Kawata et al. (2017)

where they consider that each mono-age stellar population formed from a flaring

star-forming disc. Flaring star-forming regions have been observed previously in

the Milky Way in the distribution of the HI and molecular gas (e.g., Scoville et al.,

1993; Nakanishi & Sofue, 2016) and young stellar populations traced by Cepheids
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(Feast et al., 2014). It is not impossible to expect that all the thin disc stars formed

in a flaring star-forming region (e.g., Rahimi et al., 2014; Minchev et al., 2015).

Kawata et al. (2017) demonstrate that if this flaring thin disc has a negative radial

metallicity gradient when the mono-age stellar populations formed, then radial mix-

ing processes could lead to a negative vertical metallicity gradient as discussed in

Section 2.1. If radial mixing was a slow process, then this scenario could explain

our observational trend.

Based on the same flaring disc scenario, if the star-forming region had a sim-

ilar level of flaring across all mono-age stellar populations, but a steeper nega-

tive d[M/H]/dR at an earlier epoch, radial mixing could drive the steeper verti-

cal metallicity gradient for the older mono-age stellar populations. However, An-

ders et al. (2017) found an opposite trend in the radial metallicity gradient of the

current disc, with stars with ages between 1 and 4 Gyr having d[M/H]/dR ' −
0.07 dex kpc−1, whereas the older population shows a flatter gradient of d[M/H]/dR

' − 0.03 dex kpc−1. A similar trend was observed by Casagrande et al. (2011)

when they analysed radial metallicity gradients in the solar neighbourhood using

the guiding radius of stars. We still do not know whether the flatter radial metal-

licity gradient for the old disc is due to the radial metallicity gradient of the star-

forming disc being flatter at an earlier epoch, or due to radial mixing flattening the

radial metallicity gradient more prevalently for the older disc. Thus, this raises the

question about what was the initial radial metallicity gradient of each generation

of stars in the Galactic disc. An extensive set of stars with accurate measurements

of age and metallicity spanning a large vertical and radial range should provide

stronger constraints on the initial metallicity distribution of the Galactic disc at dif-

ferent epochs and the strength of radial mixing effects by comparing with numerical

simulations. Such data is now available with Gaia DR2 complemented by high-

resolution spectroscopic survey data, such as APOGEE-2, Gaia-ESO and GALAH,

and asteroseismic age information from the K2 campaign (e.g., Stello et al., 2015)

and NASA’s TESS mission and ultimately by ESA’s PLATO mission in the future.

This study encourages further studies of the age and metallicity distribution of the
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Galactic disc stars at different vertical height and radii.



Chapter 3

Unveiling the Distinct Formation

Pathways of the Inner and Outer

Discs of the Milky Way with

Bayesian Machine Learning

This chapter is based on Ciucă et al. (2020).

3.1 Introduction
The Galactic disc is traditionally separated into the geometric thick and thin disc

after Gilmore & Reid (1983) found from star counts that the vertical density profile

of the Milky Way was better characterised by a superposition of two exponential

profiles rather than one. High-resolution spectroscopic studies of the solar neigh-

bourhood revealed also a bimodality in the chemistry of the disc, with the [α/Fe]-

[Fe/H] distribution showing distinct high- and low-[α/Fe] components and a less

prominent intermediate region (e.g., Fuhrmann, 1998; Prochaska et al., 2000). Be-

yond the local disc, recent large-scale spectroscopic surveys, such as APOGEE,

confirmed the existence of a similar high-[α/Fe] sequence spanning a large radial

and vertical extent of the Milky Way disc (e.g., Anders et al., 2014; Nidever et al.,

2014; Hayden et al., 2015; Queiroz et al., 2019). The high-[α/Fe] disc also appears

to be thicker and more centrally concentrated than its low-[α/Fe] counterpart (e.g.,
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Bensby et al., 2011; Bovy et al., 2012b; Cheng et al., 2012).

One of the first approaches to explain the chemical bimodality seen in the

Galactic disc is the two-infall model, a semi-analytical chemical evolution model

developed by Chiappini et al. (1997, 2001). Chiappini et al. (2001) suggested that

the high-[α/Fe], chemically homogenous disc forms early during an intense star

formation period dominated by Type II supernovae (SNe II) following a rapid infall

of primordial gas. After a brief cessation in star formation, the second episode of

gas accretion takes place that lowers the metal content in the interstellar medium

due to the continuous infall of low metallicity fresh gas. The low-[α/Fe] disc then

builds up gradually from lower [Fe/H]. Bekki & Tsujimoto (2011) also followed

a semi-analytical approach to explain the existence of two distinct populations. In

their continuous star formation model, the high-[α/Fe] sequence up to around solar

[Fe/H], i.e. the thick disc, forms early during a rapid, intense star formation period.

The thin disc then proceeds to form gradually from the remaining gas with solar

[Fe/H] and [α/Fe] mixed with the fresh primordial gas accreted after the formation

of the thick disc. A sequence of increasing [Fe/H] and decreasing [α/Fe] builds up

gradually. Still, this sequence is lower in [α/Fe] as Type Ia SNe can already enrich

the environment at this time. Once star formation reaches its peak and starts de-

creasing, a sequence with decreasing [α/Fe] and increasing in [Fe/H] follows along

with the same low-[α/Fe] sequence.

More recent scenarios inspired by Galactic dynamics proposed that radial mi-

gration of kinematically hot stars formed in the inner disc builds up a thick disc

after moving outward in the disc (Schönrich & Binney, 2009b; Loebman et al.,

2011; Roškar et al., 2011). Radial migration is successful in explaining the age-

metallicity and metallicity-rotation velocity relation observed in the Milky Way.

However, there is still considerable debate regarding the efficiency of radial migra-

tion in building a geometrically thick disc (e.g., Minchev et al., 2012; Grand et al.,

2016; Kawata et al., 2017).

High-resolution numerical simulations also suggested several thick and thin

disc formation scenarios, including violent gas-rich mergers at high-redshift (e.g.,
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Brook et al., 2004; Grand et al., 2018, 2020), accretion of high-[α/Fe] stars (Abadi

et al., 2003; Kobayashi & Nakasato, 2011; Tissera et al., 2012), vertical heating

from satellite merging events (e.g., Quinn et al., 1993; Villalobos & Helmi, 2008)

and turbulence in clumpy high-redshift gas-rich disc (Noguchi, 1998; Bournaud

et al., 2009; Beraldo e Silva et al., 2020). The recent popular view is that the thick

disc formation precedes the thin disc formation and the earlier disc was smaller and

thicker, i.e. an inside-out and upside-down formation of the disc (e.g., Brook et al.,

2004, 2006; Bird et al., 2013). In Brook et al. (2012), the majority of the stars

formed from gas originating from a gas-rich merger at high-redshift settle into a

disc at the end of the merger epoch. This early disc is kinematically hot, i.e. a thick

disc, and radially compact. Once the chaotic phase of the star formation of the thick

disc ends, the younger and lower [α/Fe] thin disc can gradually grow in an inside-

out fashion as gas is smoothly accreting to the central galaxy. As in Brook et al.

(2012), Noguchi (2018) and Grand et al. (2018) suggested that chemical evolution

proceeds at different rates in the inner and outer disc, resulting in more chemically

evolved stars in the inner regions. Radial migration can bring the thick disc stars

formed in the inner disc to the outer disc at redshift z ∼ 0, so that we can observe

the thick disc stars at the solar neighbourhood (Brook et al., 2012; Minchev et al.,

2013).

The APOKASC-2 catalogue (Pinsonneault et al., 2018), comprised of 6,676

evolved stars in the APOGEE DR14 survey observed by the Kepler mission

(Borucki et al., 2010), provides the best asteroseismology information to infer the

age for giant stars, which is crucial for Galactic archaeology, as demonstrated in

Chapter 2. In this chapter, we use a state-of-the-art machine learning method, a

Bayesian Neural Network, trained on the APOKASC-2 data, to obtain reliable rel-

ative stellar age estimates for 17,305 carefully selected disc stars in the APOGEE

data. We use the age, chemistry and kinematical information to examine the forma-

tion history of the Galactic disc by comparing our results with what is expected from

the formation scenarios of the thick and thin disc suggested by the recent numerical

simulations described above.
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This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 describes the Bayesian Ma-

chine Learning framework, called BINGO (Bayesian INference for Galactic archae-

Ology), that we employ in the current analysis. We discuss here how the biases in

the training dataset affect the performance of the neural network model and our ap-

proach to minimise the bias in the subsequent inferences. In Section 3.3, we present

the results after applying BINGO to carefully selected stars in the APOGEE survey.

A brief discussion of our results is given in Section 3.4. Finally, a summary of our

findings is given in Section 3.5.

3.2 Method

In this chapter, we introduce BINGO which is a Bayesian Machine Learning frame-

work to obtain stellar ages of evolved stars using photometric information from

Gaia DR2 and the stellar parameter information from the fourteenth data release of

the SDSS-IV APOGEE-2 (Majewski et al., 2017). BINGO consists of a Bayesian

Neural Network trained using the asteroseismic age determined from < ∆ν > based

on the individual radial-mode frequency from the Kepler light curve (Miglio et al.,

2020), which are provided by Andrea Miglio.

Gaia DR2 provides astrometric information to obtain the position and proper

motion for ∼ 1.3 billion stars with unprecedented accuracy (Lindegren et al., 2018)

as well as high-quality multi-band photometry for a large subset of these stars

(Riello et al., 2018; Evans et al., 2018). For a selected type of stars with a G-band

magnitude between about 4 and 13 magnitudes, the mean line-of-sight velocities

measured with Gaia RVS have also been provided in Gaia DR2 (Cropper et al.,

2018; Sartoretti et al., 2018; Katz et al., 2019). We use the photometric data from

Gaia DR2 for BINGO and the parallax and proper motion information to derive the

kinematic properties for our sample of stars.

In this work, we employ the calibrated stellar parameters, such as effective

temperature and surface gravity as well as metal abundances obtained with the

APOGEE Stellar Parameters and Chemical Abundances Pipeline (ASPCAP, Garcı́a

Pérez et al., 2016) in the APOGEE DR14 catalogue (Abolfathi et al., 2018). In ad-
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dition, we use the 2MASS J,H and K photometry and their associated uncertainties

(Skrutskie et al., 2006) reported in the APOGEE DR14 catalogue.

3.2.1 BINGO

Machine Learning has revolutionised the way we perform data analysis tasks in As-

tronomy, which has grown into a big data field with the emergence of large surveys,

such as SDSS and Gaia. Neural networks are Machine Learning methods that can,

in principle, model any smooth map between a high-dimensional input data to a set

of desirable outputs. Depending on their architecture, neural networks can consist

of one or more fully-connected layers, each with a number of neurons that essen-

tially take the input and transform it through linear activation functions to an output

of interest (also known as feed-forward artificial neural networks). In supervised

learning, which BINGO uses, the parameters of the neural network, e.g. weights

that define the connection between neurons, are trained and optimised to best re-

produce the training set where the input and output are known. Then, the trained

neural network can be applied to the data whose output is unknown with much less

computational cost than training.

In Bayesian Inference, the power of Bayes’ Law is that it allows us to relate

the probability of a model given the data to a quantity that is easier to understand,

namely the probability we would observe the data given the model and any back-

ground information, I, i.e.,

p(model|data, I) ∝ p(data|model, I)p(model|I), (3.1)

where p(model|data, I) is the posterior probability, p(data|model, I) is the likeli-

hood and p(model|I) is the prior. The posterior encompasses our state of knowl-

edge about a model given that we gather new data through the likelihood. Following

Equation (3.1), Bayes’ Law can be applied to a neural network to come up with a

probability distribution over its model parameters1 and construct a Bayesian Neu-

ral Network as done in the pioneering work of Das & Sanders (2019) and Sanders

1https://twiecki.io/blog/2016/07/05/bayesian-deep-learning/

https://twiecki.io/blog/2016/07/05/bayesian-deep-learning/
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Figure 3.1: Schematics of a Bayesian Neural Network with 2 hidden layers. Each connec-
tion between neurons has an associated weight and the neurons in the hidden
and output layers have an associated bias. The connection between neurons i in
the input layer and j in the first hidden layer has the associated weight wi, j and
the neuron j has a bias b1, j. Each weight and bias parameters have an associ-
ated prior N (0,1). The dotted circle is a zoom-in of the neuron j and shows
the transformation applied to the input data xi in the first hidden layer of the
network, namely xi → f (Σi(wi, jxi)+ b1, j), where f is the activation function.
We use a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function in our analysis.

& Das (2018). This powerful synergy between Bayesian Inference and Machine

Learning allows us to naturally introduce uncertainty into our machine learning ap-

proach, i.e. we can estimate how confident our neural network is of its predictions.

BINGO’s architecture consists of 2 fully connected layers with 16 neurons

each (Fig. 3.1). We use the probabilistic programming framework pymc3 (Salvatier

et al., 2015) and its Magic Inference Button, the No-U-Turn-Sampler (NUTS) as

the MCMC sampler. We use a Gaussian prior of N (0,σ2) for the weights and bias

parameters in the neural network, which effectively acts as L2 regularisation. Reg-

ularisation penalises the loss function to discourage model complexity and avoid

overfitting. Rather than only minimising the error between the true value and the
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predicted value, an optimisation algorithm must also consider the regularisation

term when minimising the loss function. In L2 regularisation, the loss function

contains the L2 regularisation term, which is the sum of the squares of the weights.

It is possible to optimise σ of the Gaussian prior, but it is computationally too ex-

pensive. Therefore, we adopt σ = 1 for simplicity. We use 4 chains that allow us to

diagnose our samples and make sure the samples returned from the NUTS sampler

are drawn from the target distribution. Once we have a posterior distribution over

the neural network parameters, we can then compute a distribution over the network

outputs by marginalising over the network parameters. We note that this Bayesian

Neural Network scheme assumes that all the input features, such as the stellar pa-

rameters, are independent, and cannot take into account the covariance between the

inputs. It is also worth noting that the neural network model depicted in Fig. 3.1

is not identifiable (Pourzanjani et al., 2017). Hence, the naive MCMC sampling of

the network parameters suffers from the network architecture not being identifiable.

Still, we have confirmed that the posterior distribution of the target age prediction

from the 4 different chains are consistent with each other. Therefore, we are con-

fident that our age prediction, especially the mean of the prediction used in this

chapter, does not suffer severely from unidentifiability. These known challenges

for Bayesian Neural Networks remain caveats of BINGO, upon which we hope to

improve in a future study.

3.2.2 Building an effective training set

In this study, we employ a training set created from the APOKASC-2 dataset with

our derived asteroseismic age (Miglio et al., 2020). We select only red clump stars

(RC) with masses higher than 1.8 M� and the red giant branch (RGB) stars, for

which the relative asteroseismic ages are reliable. To construct our base training

set, we use only stars with high SNR APOGEE spectra (SNR> 100), which leaves

us with 2,915 stars. We then use the APOGEE stellar parameters and photometry

data, Teff, logg, [α/M] 2, [M/H], [C/Fe], [N/Fe], G, BP, RP, J, H and K as the input

features in BINGO to map them to the common logarithm of the asteroseismic age,

2In APOGEE DR14, α-elements comprise of O, Mg, Si, S, Ca and Ti.
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log(τ), referred to as the target.

We used the ASPCAP measurements of [α/M] and [M/H] as a proxy for [α/Fe]

and [Fe/H], respectively 3.[α/M] is derived using the ASPCAP pipeline (Garcı́a

Pérez et al., 2016) and is one of the stellar parameters used to fit the APOGEE spec-

tra at the first stage of spectrum fitting. Initially, ASPCAP fits the entire APOGEE

spectrum with a synthetic spectrum consisting of the fundamental stellar parameters

of Teff, logg, microturbulence velocity, ξ , and metallicity [M/H]. The scaled-solar

general metallicity [M/H] defines the abundance of the individual elements keep-

ing the abundance ratios of different elements the same as the solar ratios. [C/M],

[N/M] and [α/M] are also fit as parameters at the first stage. [α/M] changes the

abundances of O, Mg, Si, S, Ca, and Ti keeping the abundance ratios between these

elements the same as the solar abundance ratios. After deriving the main stellar pa-

rameters at the first stage of spectrum fitting, the individual element abundances are

derived by fitting the spectrum within a relevant wavelength range associated with

that particular element.

Because the original data comes from a limited Kepler field data, our original

training set has a known dependence of age and metallicity on the distance (which

affects photometry). Also, there are not many young or old stars in our selected

RGB and RC data. To correct for the distance dependence, we randomly displace

the distance of stars between 0 and 10 kpc and then adjust the apparent magnitude

of the stars depending on the difference between the new distance and the original

distance. We do not change the extinction upon displacing the distance also to erase

the dependence of extinction on the distance. We refer to this technique as distance

shuffling.

Our training set contains a smaller number of young (age < 2 Gyr) stars and

very old (age > 12 Gyr) stars, and this imbalance becomes more apparent when

using log(τ) as our target variable for BINGO. During training, the model learns

to reproduce the target variable only for a majority of intermediate age stars, which

biases the prediction toward the intermediate age irrespective of their true age and

3We use the labels of [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] in this Chapter to refer to [α/M] and [M/H], respectively.
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consequently leads to overpredicting the age of younger stars and underpredicting

the age of the very old stars, an effect also known as regression dilution. To mini-

mize the effect of this bias and balance our training set, we effectively oversample

the young stars and very old stars to balance the number of stars at different log(τ).

To this end, we first examine the distribution of our original training set in log(τ).

We then use a Kernel Density Estimator (KDE) to approximate the distribution in

log(τ) and, for each star, we find its probability under the KDE, which we refer

to as prob. We then compute the inverse probability and round it the nearest inte-

ger, N = [1/prob]. Following the distance shuffling procedure described above, we

randomly distance-shuffle each star N times. This approach leads to some of the

stars in the original dataset to be sampled more than once. Since their distances and

hence their apparent magnitude are different, these “artificial” stars become mem-

bers of an augmented training set. Since we are using data augmentation, which

is an established machine learning technique (e.g., Chawla, 2005), we refer to our

approach as age data augmentation. The final training set has 4,673 stars after per-

forming the age data augmentation technique on the training set data (80% of the

original data). Note that the data augmentation can reduce the uncertainties in our

predictions, because we artificially increase the number of data points. Therefore,

our uncertainties do not statistically reflect the uncertainty in the measurement of

the stellar age. In this work, however, our priority is to mitigate regression dilution

with this simple data augmentation technique. This is another caveat of BINGO in

addition to the assumed independence of the input features and the unidentifiability

discussed above. As described later, we use the uncertainties only as the metric of

confidence of our prediction and do not use the uncertainties for any quantitative

discussion. Hence, the discussion of this work is unlikely to be affected by these

issues. We postpone the resolution of these issues to a future study.

To evaluate the prediction accuracy of BINGO, we split our original data of

2,915 stars into training (80 %, 2,331 stars) and testing (20 %, 583 stars) data. To

demonstrate the importance of distance shuffling and age data augmentation, we

consider two different trained models: Model A trained on the age data augmented
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Figure 3.2: Comparison between observed (target) logarithmic age of stars, log(τseismo),
derived with asteroseismology and the predicted log(τpred) by BINGO. The
panels show the results when applying the model trained with the age data
augmented training set with the distance shuffling (Model A) to the original
test data (Test 1, see Section 3.2.2 for details). The light green circles in
the left panel show the model prediction results against the observed target
age. The standard deviation in the prediction and observation are shown as the
grey lines. The right panel shows the difference between prediction and target,
which peaks at 0 with a standard deviation of 0.1 dex.

training set of 4,673 stars with the distance shuffling and Model B trained on the

original training set without the distance shuffling or the age data augmentation.

Then, we create a testing set, Test 1, which is the 20% of the original data which are

not used for training, and Test 2 which is the same data as Test 1, but the distance

has been shuffled.

Fig. 3.2 shows the predictions from Model A on Test 1 and the error associated

with the prediction. The asteroseismic age is well reproduced by the prediction

from BINGO Model A, with a standard deviation ∼ 0.1 dex. Note that the ages of

some of old stars are much older than the age of the Universe. This is because there

is no prior of the maximum age considered in our asteroseismic age measurement

(Miglio et al., 2020).

Fig. 3.3 presents the predictions from Model A on Test 2 (left) and from Model

B on Test 1 (middle) and Test 2 (right). There is little difference between Model

A on Test 1 (see Fig. 3.2) and Model A on Test 2. This means that BINGO Model
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Figure 3.3: Predictions vs the target asteroseismic age in log(τ). Left panel shows the
result from a model trained on the age data augmented training set with the
distance shuffling (Model A) and applied to the distance shuffled test set (Test
2). The middle and right panel show the predictions for a model trained on the
original data (Model B) applied to the original (Test 1) and distance shuffled
test data (Test 2), respectively. The standard deviation in the prediction and
asteroseismic age are shown as the grey lines. Model A predictions for Test 2
performs better than Model B prediction for Test 1. The model trained on the
original data and applied to the distance shuffled data, i.e. Model B prediction
for Test 2, performs considerably worse, as Model B has learned the distance
dependence of age and metallicity, which is erased in Test 2.

A can recover the age well in application data which have no distance dependence

in age or metallicity. The middle panel of Fig. 3.3 shows that Model B trained on

the original dataset without the age data augmentation leads to a systematic over-

prediction for the age of stars with the asteroseismic age of log(τseismo) < 0.5 dex

and underprediction of the age for stars with log(τseismo) > 1.0 dex. This is be-

cause Model B is trained mainly to reproduce the overwhelming number of stars

with 0.5 < log(τseismo) < 1.0 dex and suffers from the regression dilution effect

mentioned above. The right panel of Fig. 3.3 shows the age prediction of Model B

on Test 2, which shows much worse recovery of the asteroseismic ages with large

uncertainties. This is because Model B has learned the dependence of the age and

metallicity on the distance in the original training set. These results demonstrate

why it is important to erase the distance dependence in the training set and keep the

balance of the number of sample in the output label, i.e., log(τ). We therefore use
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Model A in this chapter.

3.2.3 RGB and high mass RC selection

Our training set consists of the specific population of RC stars with a mass higher

than 1.8 M� and RGB stars in the limited Kepler field. When we apply our trained

model to the rest of APOGEE data, we select only the same population as the pop-

ulation of the training data. Hence, we train a 3-layer artificial neural network on

the original APOKASC-2 data to classify RC stars with a mass higher than 1.8 M�

and RGB stars. For this classification task, we train the model using Keras and

TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016), which is much less computationally expensive

than training a Bayesian Neural Network. The selection function of APOKASC-2 is

not the same as the rest of the APOGEE data. However, because we need the stellar

mass and the RC, RGB and AGB classification for the training and validation data,

we use the APOKASC-2 data for training and validation. We have constructed a

classification neural network to identify the RC stars with > 1.8 M� and RGB stars

using our asteroseismic analysis of the APOKASC-2 data. We used the input fea-

tures of Teff, logg, [α/Fe], [Fe/H], [C/Fe], [N/Fe], G, BP, RP, J, H and K, and 2,948

positive, i.e. the high mass RC or RGB, and 1,918 negative stars are used for the

training. Similar strategies are employed in Hawkins et al. (2018) and Ting et al.

(2018) to identify the RC stars.

We then use the trained neural network model to classify stars in the APOGEE

cross-matched with Gaia DR2 dataset (Sanders & Das, 2018). We also limit our

data to having APOGEE spectra with SNR > 100 and the K-band extinction smaller

than 0.1 mag in the APOGEE catalogue, because almost all of our training data has

the K-band extinction < 0.1 mag. We only select stars that have a probability higher

than 95 % of being classified as RC with higher mass than 1.8 M� or RGB. We

apply the BINGO Model A to this selected data to get the posterior probabilities for

log(τ).

Our strategy in this work is to use the most reliable data only. We therefore se-

lect stars with log(τ) age uncertainties less than 10 %. Note that the age uncertain-

ties from BINGO indicate epistemic uncertainties of the model prediction, which
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can be smaller than the observed uncertainty of the original asteroseismic age. Also,

to obtain reliable kinematic properties from the Gaia data, we select the data with

parallax uncertainties of π/σπ > 5.0. We compute the distance using the Gaia par-

allax with the additional systematic bias of parallax of 54 µas (Schönrich et al.,

2019) and select the stars in the limited volume of 7 < R < 9 kpc and |z| < 2 kpc,

where we assume the solar position at the Galactocentric radius of 8 kpc and the

vertical height of the Sun from the disc plane of 0.025 kpc. We obtain kinematic

properties using galpy (Bovy, 2015). We have confirmed that our derived age and

kinematics are consistent with Sanders & Das (2018), except for the difference in

the absolute age scales, because we use a different asteroseismic age scale for our

training set (Miglio et al., 2020). As a result, we obtain 17,305 stars, which are used

in the following sections.

3.3 Results
In this section, we explore the relations between stellar age, chemistry and orbital

properties for our sample of stars. Reliable relative age estimates for a large number

of stars obtained with BINGO enable us to find that the inner and outer discs follow

a different formation and chemical evolution pathway. Our results provide further

evidence for an upside-down inside-out formation of the Galactic disc.

3.3.1 The chrono-chemical map of disc stars

We first investigate the evolution of α-abundances, [α/Fe], and metallicity, [Fe/H],

with age, τ . Fig. 3.4 shows the enhancement in [α/Fe] as a function of age coloured

by metallicity. The deficiency of stars with age ∼ 1.5 Gyr arises because we select

the RC stars with mass > 1.8 M� and there are considerably fewer RGB stars with

ages younger than 3 Gyr. The high-[α/Fe] “sequence” separates clearly from the

low-[α/Fe] “sequence” in the age-[α/Fe] space at [α/Fe]∼ 0.1 dex, where there

seems to be a population gap extending approximately 0.02 dex. The majority of

the high-[α/Fe] stars ([α/Fe]> 0.1 dex) are generally older and more metal-poor

than the low-[α/Fe] population. [α/Fe] rapidly decreases with decreasing age up to

∼ 10 Gyr. The age-[α/Fe] relationship also appears to be broader in [α/Fe] at a fixed
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Figure 3.4: [α/Fe] as a function of age coloured by metallicity, [Fe/H]. The high-[α/Fe]
population ([α/Fe]> 0.1 dex) is older and more metal-poor.

age for the high-[α/Fe] population, in qualitative agreement with Silva Aguirre et al.

(2018). A striking feature of Fig. 3.4 is the young low metallicity high-α stars, also

seen in Chiappini et al. (2015); Martig et al. (2015); Silva Aguirre et al. (2018). We

discuss the origin of this population in more detail in Section 3.3.3.

Fig. 3.5 shows the age-metallicity relationship coloured with [α/Fe]. While

the old high-[α/Fe] stars exhibit a clear trend of decreasing [Fe/H] with age, the

younger low-[α/Fe] disc shows a flat age-[Fe/H] relation up to ∼ 11 Gyr. For

stars with [Fe/H] > −0.5 dex, our results are qualitatively similar to those from

previous studies, such as Casagrande et al. (2011), Silva Aguirre et al. (2018) and

Mackereth et al. (2019). For the metal-poor and high-[α/Fe] population, the tight

trend observed between age and metallicity is consistent with Bensby et al. (2005)

and Haywood et al. (2013), who analysed dwarf stars and used the isochrone age.

In Fig. 3.6 we examine the distribution in [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] coloured by age

for the stars in our sample. Classically, this diagram is used to identify the chem-

ically defined thick (high-[α/Fe]) and thin (low-[α/Fe]) disc stars. Using the age

alongside the chemical information, we define three regions in the [α/Fe]-[Fe/H]
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Figure 3.5: [Fe/H] as a function of age coloured by [α/Fe]. The younger population is more
metal-rich than its older counterpart. Stars more metal poor than −0.5 dex are
considerably old.

Figure 3.6: The distribution of [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] coloured by age for our sample of stars.
We refer to the old high- and young low-[α/Fe] populations as the thick and
thin disc, respectively, as highlighted in the left panel. The dotted triangle
region in the left panel is referred to as the Bridge and is a transition region
between the thick (high-α sequence with [α/Fe] & 0.1 dex) and thin disc (low-
[α/Fe] sequence). An age gradient is apparent in a close-up of the Bridge
region, shown in the right panel, and the range of [Fe/H] becomes wider for the
younger stars in the Bridge region.
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space, namely an old thick disc (high-[α/Fe] low-[Fe/H]), young thin disc (low-

[α/Fe], broad [Fe/H]) and the Bridge (high-[α/Fe] high-[Fe/H]). The Bridge stars

are selected to lie within the triangle region starting around ([Fe/H], [α/Fe]) = (0.0,

0.12) dex. Anders et al. (2018) suggested that the population of stars found in this

region had a different origin and history to the thick and thin disc stars. Our results

further suggest that the Bridge population appears to be a transition region connect-

ing the old thick and the young thin disc. The right panel of Fig. 3.6 reveals a notice-

able age gradient within this population from the oldest, more [α/Fe]-enhanced and

metal-rich stars to a younger population spanning a broader distribution of metal-

licities from [Fe/H] =−0.5 to 0.5 dex. Although this age gradient in the Bridge is

tentative, we notice that a similar trend is also seen in Delgado Mena et al. (2019)

who studied 1,000 FGK dwarf stars from the HARPS-GTO programme and anal-

ysed the isocrhone ages of these stars. Therefore, it is reassuring that the trend

shown in our asteroseismic-trained ages of giants is similar to that based on the

isochrone ages of dwarfs.

3.3.2 Chrono-chemo-kinematical analysis

To connect the observed stellar chemical properties to kinematic properties, we

compute the vertical action and the mean orbital radius for our sample of stars using

galpy in the MWPotential2014 configuration (version 1.5, Bovy, 2015). The

vertical action Jz is an integral of motion, i.e. a function of phase-space coordinates

which is constant along the orbit of a star, that quantifies the vertical oscillation of

a star with respect to the Galactic mid-plane. The MWPotential2014 potential

consists of a bulge modelled using a power-law density profile, a Miyamoto-Nagai

disc (Miyamoto & Nagai, 1975) and a dark matter halo described by a NFW profile

(Navarro et al., 1997b). The parameters for this model can be found in Table 1 of

Bovy (2015). Fig. 3.7 shows the distribution of [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] as a function of

age and vertical action Jz. The general trend is that Jz is decreasing with age, with

the older population being significantly hotter than the younger population. As also

inferred from Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7 clearly shows that the Bridge region starts appearing

at age < 13 Gyr and it spreads to lower [α/Fe] and to a wider range of [Fe/H] with
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Figure 3.7: The distribution of [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] coloured by the square root of the vertical
action,

√
Jz, for the samples of stars within 10 different age bins. The top five

panels show [Fe/H]-[α/Fe] relationship for the older stars (9 < τ < 13 Gyr)
and the lower five panels present those for the younger stars (τ < 9 Gyr). There
is a kinematically hot population of young high-[α/Fe] stars seen in the lower
panels.

decreasing age as seen in the triangle features at [α/Fe] < 0.12 dex in the panels of

9 < τ < 12 Gyr. The lower panels of age lower than 9 Gyr show the dominant pop-

ulation of the low-[α/Fe] and kinematically colder thin disc stars. The lower panels

also reveal a small population of kinematically hot young stars as high [α/Fe] as

the thick disc population in Fig. 3.6. To understand their origin, we compare this

population of stars with the thick disc stars (high-[α/Fe] and old), and we discuss

the results in Section 3.3.3.

To further examine whether or not there is a clear distinction between the

high-[α/Fe] sequence and the metal-rich low-[α/Fe] sequence, we select the high-

metallicity ridge shown in the left panel of Fig. 3.8. The ridge is considered to

represent the most advanced chemical evolution path of the stars born in the inner

disc, R < 6 kpc, (e.g., Schönrich & Binney, 2009b), and in fact, as shown in the

left panel of Fig. 3.9, their mean orbital radius is always smallest among the same

[α/Fe] population. For the stars within this high-metallicity ridge, we divided the

samples according to their [α/Fe]. We fit the Jz distribution in each [α/Fe] bin with

an isothermal profile, i.e., p(Jz)∼ exp(−Jz/hJz) (Binney, 2010; Binney & McMil-

lan, 2011; Ting & Rix, 2019). This isothermal profile represents the likelihood

for Jz and is parametrised by the scale height. To infer the scale height, we use

a Markov-Chain Monte Carlo approach to sample from its posterior distribution,

which is directly proportional to the likelihood as described in Section 2.2. From

the posterior distribution, we compute the mean of the scale height, hJz , and its
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Figure 3.8: Left panel: the distribution of [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] coloured by the square root
of the vertical action,

√
Jz. The ridge selection in the left panel represents the

highest metallicity track in the [Fe/H]-[α/Fe] space. Right panel: the [α/Fe]-√
Jz relationship coloured by age in the ridge region highlighted in the left

panel. We overlay the scale heights (black dots) and uncertainties (error bars)
measured by fitting an isothermal profile to the distribution of p(Jz) in 13 bins
in [α/Fe]. Analysis of the high-[Fe/H] ridge shows that Jz smoothly decreases
with [α/Fe] and age.

uncertainty in 13 selected bins of [α/Fe]. The results, shown in the right panel of

Fig. 3.8, reveal a smooth decrease of Jz with decreasing [α/Fe] and age indicated by

colour. The derived hJz for the different [α/Fe] bins also show a smooth decrease

with decreasing [α/Fe]. The oldest stars are kinematically hotter and higher [α/Fe].

This result is consistent with an upside-down formation of the Milky Way (Brook

et al., 2012; Bird et al., 2013). Although it is subtle, our results also suggest that the

decrease in hJz with decreasing [α/Fe] happens more rapidly for the high-[α/Fe],

old population than for the young population as can be seen from the changing

slope in the right panel of Fig. 3.8. The change of the slope happens roughly at

[α/Fe] ∼ 0.12, where the Bridge region starts. Overall, the high-[α/Fe] thick disc

is smoothly connected to the low-[α/Fe] thin disc population. This result indicates

that the chemo-dynamical evolution of the inner disc is smooth.

In Fig. 3.9, we show the relations between [α/Fe], [Fe/H] and age coloured by

the mean radius of the stellar orbit, Rm. From the [α/Fe]-[Fe/H] relationship, shown

in the left panel, we infer that the high-[Fe/H] ridge region selected in the left panel

of Fig. 3.8 is mainly populated by small Rm stars, which is consistent with our view

that this region is tracing the chemical evolution of the inner disc. On the other

hand, it is known that the low [Fe/H] ([Fe/H] . −0.1) low-[α/Fe] population are
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Figure 3.9: The distribution in [α/Fe] vs [Fe/H] (left panel), [Fe/H] vs age (middle panel)
and [α/Fe] vs age (right panel) coloured by mean orbital radius, Rm. The
“inner”, “local” and “outer” arrows indicate the schematic chemical evolution
paths at the inner (Rm ∼ 6 kpc), local, i.e. solar radius (Rm ∼ 8 kpc) and outer
discs (Rm ∼ 10 kpc), respectively. The metal-poor outer disc stars follow a
different chemical evolution pathway than the inner disc.

not connected with the thick high-[α/Fe] population and show a distinct population

(e.g., Hayden et al., 2015; Queiroz et al., 2019). However, as we discussed in Figs.

3.6 and 3.7, it is connected via the Bridge region. Interestingly, as seen in Fig. 3.7,

the low-[Fe/H] low-[α/Fe] stars only appear at age < 11 Gyr. In addition, their Rm

is predominantly larger (Rm > 9 kpc). Hence, we consider that the low-[Fe/H] low-

[α/Fe] stars formed at the outer disc and their star formation started when the disc

grew large enough to develop a wide range of [Fe/H], i.e. the metallicity gradient, at

the end of the transition period of the Bridge after the old thick disc formation. As

a result, the star formation and chemical evolution path should be different from the

inner disc and the stars in the outer disc do not originate in the thick disc formation

phase.

This different path of the disc formation in the inner disc and the outer disc is

schematically described with the arrows in Fig. 3.9. The arrows highlighted with

“inner”, “local” and “outer” indicate the chemical evolution paths at the inner, local,

i.e. solar radius, and outer discs, respectively, inferred from our data. The middle

panel shows that low-[Fe/H] stars start forming later than the inner disc and are

systematically younger than the thick disc, which is formed only in the inner disc.

The left panel shows that the lower-[Fe/H] outer thin disc stars are higher [α/Fe].

This is seen as a positive [α/Fe] radial gradient in the thin disc (e.g., Hayden et al.,

2015).
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Figure 3.10: The distribution in Rm (left panel) and
√

Jz (right panel) for old (log[τ(Gyr)]>
1.0) stars with [α/Fe] > 0.12 dex, shown in red, and young (log[τ(Gyr)] <
0.8) stars with [α/Fe] > 0.12 dex, shown in blue. The two populations have
similar kinematics.

3.3.3 The young high-[α/Fe] stars

The lower panels of Fig. 3.7, consisting of stars younger than 8 Gyr, reveal the

existence of a population of kinematically hot high-[α/Fe] stars. To understand their

origin, we look at the distribution in Rm and Jz between old (log[τ(Gyr)]> 1.0) stars

with [α/Fe] > 0.12 dex and young (log[τ(Gyr)]< 0.8) stars with [α/Fe] > 0.12 dex.

As shown in Fig. 3.10 the two groups of stars overlap significantly in both Rm and

Jz distributions. Fig. 3.11, where we compared between [α/Fe]> 0.12 dex stars and

young stars (0.2 < log[τ(Gyr)]< 0.5) having [α/Fe] < 0.1 dex, shows that the two

populations differ greatly in their kinematical properties.

These results indicate that the young high-[α/Fe] population originated from

the old high-[α/Fe], i.e. old thick disc, population rather than the low-[α/Fe] thin

disc population. Their hot kinematics implies these stars most likely formed from

the star-forming gas disc which was as kinematically hot as the gas disc that created

the old high-[α/Fe] stars. However, they are identified as young stars most likely

because they are an old binary merger remnant (Jofré et al., 2016), which has low-

ered their [C/N] abundance (Izzard & Halabi, 2018) and biased the age estimator.

By combining the age information with the chemistry and kinematics, we can con-
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Figure 3.11: The distribution in Rm (left panel) and
√

Jz (right panel) for stars with [α/Fe]
> 0.12 dex, shown in red, and young (0.2 < log[τ(Gyr)] < 0.5) stars with
[α/Fe] < 0.1 dex, shown in blue. The kinematical properties differ between
the two populations.

strain the origin of the kinematically hot young high-[α/Fe] population. Our results

are in agreement with Silva Aguirre et al. (2018), who also found similar kinemati-

cal properties between young high-[α/Fe] stars and old high-[α/Fe]. We confirmed

their results with a larger number of 69 young high-[α/Fe] stars, compared to 16

stars in Silva Aguirre et al. (2018).

3.4 Implications for the disc formation and evolution
Our results suggest a formation scenario for the Galactic disc that involves distinct

star formation and chemical evolution pathways of the inner and outer discs. In the

inner disc, the thick disc forms early on from chemically well-mixed and turbulent

gas, which can be, for example, associated with gas-rich mergers (e.g., Brook et al.,

2004), cold gas flow accretion (e.g., Kereš et al., 2005; Dekel & Birnboim, 2006;

Brooks et al., 2009; Ceverino et al., 2010; Fernández et al., 2012) or, most likely,

a complex interplay of both (e.g., Grand et al., 2018, 2020). Such a thick disc

formation scenario can explain the clear and tight age-[α/Fe] (Fig. 3.4), age-[Fe/H]

(Fig. 3.5) and [Fe/H]-[α/Fe] sequence (Fig. 3.6) for the old high-[α/Fe] thick disc

stars.

After the formation of the old high-[α/Fe] thick disc, in the inner region there
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could be a smooth chemodynamical evolution from high-[α/Fe] to low-[α/Fe] and

increasing metallicity as indicated by the “inner” pathway in Fig. 3.9. There is no

distinct epoch of thick and thin disc formation, as seen in the ridge region of Fig. 3.8.

Instead, the thicker to thinner disc transition happens in a smooth manner as stars

continue to form with lower Jz from the dense cold gas continuously present at this

radius (Brook et al., 2012; Grand et al., 2018). The smooth transition between the

thick and thin discs in the inner region naturally arises in multi-zone semi-analytical

chemo-dynamical evolution models (e.g., Schönrich & Binney, 2009b; Schönrich

& McMillan, 2017), where stars keep forming from the left-over gas of the high-

[α/Fe] sequence.

A smooth transition between the formation of the thick and thin discs in the in-

ner region was also suggested as the “centralised starburst pathway” in Grand et al.

(2018). Using the high-resolution AURIGA cosmological simulations of the Milky

Way (Grand et al., 2017), Grand et al. (2018) proposed the “centralised starburst

pathway” model that can explain the single sequence of the [α/Fe]-[Fe/H] distribu-

tion in the inner disc seen in the APOGEE data of Hayden et al. (2015). In their

model, a major gas-rich merger and cold gas accretion at an early epoch initiates

a short period of intense star formation in the inner region during which the thick

disc forms with higher [α/Fe]. Once Type Ia SNe become significant in chemical

enrichment after the peak of star formation in ∼ 1 Gyr timescale, more metal-rich

low-[α/Fe] thin disc stars continuously form from the left-over less turbulent gas

in the inner disc. As a result, there is no gap in the formation of the thick and thin

disc and a single sequence of [α/Fe]-[Fe/H] is expected in the inner disc. Then, we

can observe such inner disc stars in our data due to radial migration (e.g., Brook

et al., 2012; Minchev et al., 2013; Kawata et al., 2018a), which brings them within

7 < R < 9 kpc.

Our results also suggest that the star formation and chemical evolution in

the outer disc starts after the thick disc phase. When the thick-disc like, gas-rich

merger- and/or cold accretion-dominant, turbulent star formation ends, the Galactic

halo may have grown enough for the hot gas accretion mode to become dominant
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(Brooks et al., 2009; Noguchi, 2018). Then, the violent cold gas accretion stops and

the gas disc can grow in an inside-out fashion, as fresh low [Fe/H] gas is accreted

smoothly from the hot halo gas. The disc rapidly grows large enough to develop a

negative metallicity gradient as seen in the Bridge region of Fig. 3.6, unlike for the

turbulent small thick disc phase, where the metals are well mixed and no metallicity

gradient can develop. Hence, the metal-poor outer disc developed after the thick

disc formation, as indicated by the arrow of the “outer” disc chemical evolution

pathway in Fig. 3.9.

The Bridge region in Fig. 3.6 shows that the range of [Fe/H] becomes wider

for the younger stars. We consider that the Bridge region is where the thin disc

formation begins and the disc is developing a metallicity gradient with younger

stars forming with a broader range of [Fe/H]. Radial migration brings stars formed

in the inner disc and outer disc to the solar neighbourhood, which is where the stars

in our samples lie. As a result, we can observe the mixed chemical distribution

from pathways in the inner and outer discs (Schönrich & Binney, 2009b). The

high metallicity ridge highlighted in Fig. 3.8 represents the chemical evolution of

the inner disc. The low-[Fe/H] and low-[α/Fe] stars came from the outer disc. As a

result, we observe the two sequences of the high- and low-[α/Fe] stars in our sample

(Brook et al., 2012; Grand et al., 2018).

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we derive precise relative stellar age estimates for 17,305 evolved

stars in the APOGEE DR14 survey using a Bayesian Neural Network trained on the

APOKASC-2 asteroseismic dataset. To minimize the bias in our age inference, we

erase the distance dependence of metallicity and age in our training set by randomly

displacing the distance of the stars. We also augment the dataset by over-sampling

young and very old stars, to obtain a balanced training data and minimise the effect

of regression dilution. Using the chemo-kinematical information, we separate the

Galactic disc into three components, the thick and thin discs and the Bridge in the

[Fe/H]-[α/Fe] distribution. The thick disc population is older and higher-[α/Fe]
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([α/Fe] & 0.12) than the thin disc. We argue that the Bridge population connects

the thick disc and thin disc phases smoothly, rather than being part of the traditional

thick disc. We also find an unusual population of young and high-[α/Fe] stars.

However, we found that their kinematic properties are similar to the old high-[α/Fe]

stars, which suggests that their origin must be the same as the old high-[α/Fe] stars.

They are identified as young stars likely due to the merger of binary stars which

decreased [C/N] and led to the predicted young ages.

To further investigate whether or not there is a smooth transition between

the formation of the thick and thin disc in the inner region, we select a high-

metallicity ridge region in the [Fe/H]-[α/Fe] plane that follows a continuously in-

creasing [Fe/H] and decreasing [α/Fe] sequence. We examined the variation of Jz

with [α/Fe] and age and concluded that, while there seems to be a hint of a sudden

decrease in Jz around [α/Fe] ∼ 0.12 dex, Jz smoothly decreases with [α/Fe] and

also with age. We find that the oldest stars are kinematically hotter and enhanced

in α-abundances than the younger stars. We found that the high-metallicity ridge

is dominated by the stars from the inner disc and traces the continuous chemical

evolution of the inner disc, R < 6 kpc. The formation of the thick disc is expected

to happen in a compact disc, i.e. only in the inner disc, and a turbulent period of

intense chemical mixing leads to the relatively tight sequence in the distribution

of [α/Fe] and [Fe/H] for the old stars. From our results, we infer that the inner

disc continuously forms stars from the left-over gas after the thick disc formation

phase and with the subsequent accreting gas the thin disc develops high-[Fe/H] and

low-[α/Fe] stars.

We also found that the outer low-[Fe/H] and low-[α/Fe] stars are significantly

younger than the inner high-[α/Fe] ([α/Fe] & 0.12 dex) stars. We argue that the

outer metal poor disc stars form after the end of cold-mode dominated violent thick

disc formation phase. This likely corresponds to the transition from the cold to hot

mode of the gas accretion due to the halo mass growth (Noguchi, 2018; Grand et al.,

2018).

In light of these results, we argue that the inner and outer discs of the Milky
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Way follow different chemical evolution pathways. After the violent thick disc

formation phase ends, the thin disc formation starts with a smaller disc, which is as

small as the thick disc, and then the thin disc grows in an inside-out fashion. As

the disc is growing with a supply of accreting low-[Fe/H] gas, metallicity gradients

naturally arise, with the outer disc being more metal-poor than the inner disc. We

found that the Bridge region shows a broader range of [Fe/H] with decreasing age,

which suggests that the Bridge region is where the thin disc formation begins, and

the disc is developing a metallicity gradient.

The recent work of Grand et al. (2020) suggested that the last significant

merger of Gaia-Enceladus-Sausage (GES Brook et al., 2003; Belokurov et al., 2018;

Helmi et al., 2018) was a gas-rich merger that was essential in forming the thick

disc. This picture is also consistent with what we found in this chapter, because this

gas-rich merger can induce a violent starburst in the inner disc due to the dissipa-

tion of the gas during the merger. If the GES merger was the last significant merger,

then the thin disc phase could start after the GES merger settled. If this scenario is

true, the end of the GES merger could correspond to the high-[α/Fe] tip ([α/Fe] ∼
0.12 dex, [Fe/H] ∼ 0.0 dex) of the Bridge region of Fig. 3.6. After that, the thin

disc grew inside-out from the smooth accretion of the low metallicity gas from the

hot halo gas. Although this is admittedly pure speculation, we could test this hy-

pothesis if we measured the relative difference in ages among the GES, the GES

merger remnants (e.g., Chaplin et al., 2020), high-[α/Fe] thick disc and the Bridge.

Measuring the age difference of stars precisely represents the holy grail of Galactic

archaeology, as it allows us to improve our understanding of stellar evolution and

probe deeper into the formation and evolution history of the Milky Way.



Chapter 4

A Gaia DR2 search for dwarf

galaxies towards Fermi-LAT sources:

implications for annihilating dark

matter

This chapter is based on Ciucǎ et al. (2018b). Section 4.5 was written by Shin’ichiro

Ando, but the section is included in this thesis for the completeness of the discussion.

4.1 Introduction
In the current Λ-dominated cold dark matter cosmological model, dark matter is

the dominant matter component of the Universe, comprising approximately 26.8%

of its total mass-energy (e.g., Planck Collaboration et al., 2016). It is required to

explain the rotation curves of stars and gas in galaxies (e.g., Rubin et al., 1980; Oh

et al., 2011; Battaglia et al., 2013), strong and weak lensing of galaxies and clusters

(e.g., Clowe et al., 2006; Harvey et al., 2015) and the growth of large scale structure

(e.g., Springel et al., 2006; Baur et al., 2016), yet its nature remains elusive.

The latest observational evidence points to dark matter being a cold collision-

less fluid (e.g., Clowe et al., 2006; Skordis et al., 2006; Dodelson, 2011; Baur et al.,

2016; Read et al., 2017), indicative of a new fundamental particle not present in

the Standard Model of particle physics (e.g., Bertone et al., 2005). Of the many
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candidate particles, one of the most well-motivated is a Weakly Interacting Massive

Particle (WIMP), with a mass in the range 2 . mχ/GeV . 2000 (e.g., Jungman

et al., 1996). Depending on its mass and annihilation cross section, WIMP dark

matter can annihilate or decay into Standard Model particles, including gamma rays

(e.g., Silk & Bloemen, 1987). This theorized property of dark matter has prompted

the search for gamma-ray signals from astronomical targets with high dark matter

content as an indirect detection method, using data from space- and ground-based

gamma-ray telescopes, such as the Large Area Telescope (LAT), aboard the Fermi

satellite, which maps the whole sky from about 30 MeV to >500 GeV (e.g., Atwood

et al., 2009), and the upcoming Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) (e.g., Acharya

et al., 2013).

Dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) in the Milky Way represent a particularly

clean target for gamma-ray emission due to dark matter annihilation because of their

high mass-to-light ratios (e.g, Aaronson, 1983; Pryor & Kormendy, 1990; Mateo,

1998; Charbonnier et al., 2011; Bonnivard et al., 2015; Klop et al., 2017) and rela-

tively low gamma-ray background emission from astrophysical sources (e.g., Lake,

1990; Evans et al., 2004; Baltz et al., 2008; Winter et al., 2016). So far, the search

for a dark matter gamma-ray annihilation signal from such systems has not yielded

any significant detection in the frequency range probed by Fermi-LAT. However, it

provides some of the most stringent constraints on the nature of dark matter parti-

cles in terms of their mass and annihilation cross-section (e.g., Albert et al., 2017;

Calore et al., 2018). This is beginning to challenge the WIMP paradigm.

Usually, dSphs are identified in optical surveys and confirmed via deep pho-

tometric or spectroscopic follow-up (e.g., Belokurov et al., 2007). Then, a cor-

responding gamma-ray signal can be looked for in their direction (e.g., Geringer-

Sameth et al., 2015; Albert et al., 2017; Calore et al., 2018). An alternative approach

is to explore the association of stellar counterparts with “unassociated” gamma-ray

sources, i.e. sources identified as such by Fermi-LAT but lacking counterparts at

other wavelengths. The detection of a dSph at the position of a gamma-ray source

would provide the first observational evidence of the association between a dSph
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and gamma-ray emission. If the gamma-ray source is spatially extended, then this

would be a “smoking gun” for dark matter annihilation (e.g., Bertoni et al., 2015,

2016; Calore et al., 2017).

Unassociated sources represent almost one third of all gamma-ray detected

sources in the Third Fermi Gamma-Ray Source Catalog (the 3FGL Acero et al.,

2015). Among 3FGL unassociated sources, Bertoni et al. (2015, 2016) found that

3FGL J2212.5+0703 exhibits a spatially extended profile, with no other wavelength

counterparts so far, and suggested that this could be a dark matter subhalo. Xia

et al. (2017) found that the source 3FGL J1924.8-1034 also has a spatially extended

profile at high significance, making it another possible dark matter subhalo candi-

date. We caution, however, that Ackermann et al. (2018) did not find any evidence

for an individual source with statistically significant extension at the position of

these two objects; a model for two close point-like sources was preferred in both

cases. Very recently, the Fermi-LAT Collaboration released the catalogue of ex-

tended high-latitude sources, |b| > 5◦ (Ackermann et al., 2018), where six newly

unassociated extended objects are identified.

The European Space Agency’s Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016a)

has made the second data release of their unprecedented parallax and proper motion

measurements for more than one billion stars brighter than G < 21 mag (Gaia DR2;

Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016b; Lindegren et al., 2018). This provides us with a

new window to find dSphs using proper motions in the inner Galactic halo, where

the stellar density is too high to detect them from the photometric data alone (Antoja

et al., 2015). In this chapter, using both parallax and proper motion data from Gaia

DR2, we search for dSphs in the fields of the two above mentioned Fermi-LAT

sources as our primary target. Additionally, we apply the same technique to the six

Fermi-LAT extended source fields recently found by Ackermann et al. (2018).

We focus on the (heliocentric) distance range between 1 and 20 kpc. So far,

no dSph galaxies have been found nearer than 20 kpc from the Sun (Belokurov

et al., 2014; Koposov et al., 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al., 2015; Bechtol et al., 2015;

Kim et al., 2015; Kim & Jerjen, 2015; Laevens et al., 2015a,b; Luque et al., 2016).
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Only Draco II is estimated to be at a distance of 20 kpc (Laevens et al., 2015b;

Martin et al., 2016), but the vast majority (& 70%) of dSphs have been found at

distances farther than 50 kpc. This owes to a combination of several effects. In

the inner halo, dSph satellites are expected to be more diffuse both intrinsically and

apparently: intrinsically because they are more prone to tidal disruption induced

by the Galactic disc (e.g., D’Onghia et al., 2010; Garrison-Kimmel et al., 2017;

Sawala et al., 2017); and apparently, because of the projected size which increases

with decreasing distance. At larger apparent sizes, the contamination by field halo

and disc stars plays an increasingly important role, washing out a dSph’s signature

on the sky. Thus, the inner halo within 20 kpc from the Sun is an unexplored

territory. Gaia DR2 can make a significant contribution over this distance range by

making use of joint distance and kinematic information to find both phase space

overdensities and to separate dSph stars from the Milky Way foreground (Antoja

et al., 2015). By combining our constraints on the presence or absence of dSphs

at these small distances with the current lack of a dark matter annihilation signal

from the more distant dSphs (Albert et al., 2017), we test the hypothesis that these

unassociated Fermi-LAT sources owe to dark matter annihilation.

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 describes the method to search

for stellar counterparts to the Fermi-LAT unassociated extended sources. In Sec-

tion 4.3 we present the results of our search for a dSph within Gaia DR2. In Sec-

tion 4.4, we discuss the detection limits of our method with Gaia DR2 and how

the upper bound on M∗ translates into bounds on the likely pre-infall halo mass of

a dSph. In Section 4.5, we use our detection limits from Section 4.4 to determine

whether or not the Fermi-LAT sources could be explained by dark matter annihi-

lation from a nearby subhalo. We find that the sizes and fluxes are inconsistent

with the dark matter subhalo hypothesis. Finally, a summary and discussion of our

results are presented in Section 4.6.
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4.2 Data and Method

We select a region of the sky within 2◦ and 1◦ from our two primary targets of

Fermi-LAT unassociated gamma-ray sources: 3FGL J2212.5+0703 (l = 68.74◦,

b =−38.57◦) and 3FGL J1924.8+1034(l = 27.16◦, b =−12.17◦), respectively. We

also apply the same technique within 1◦ to the six unassociated extended gamma-

ray sources in Ackermann et al. (2018), namely FHES J1501.0−6310 (l = 316.95◦,

b =−3.89◦), FHES J1723.5−0501 (l = 17.90◦, b = 16.96◦), FHES J1741.6−3917

(l = 350.73◦, −4.72◦), FHES J2129.9+5833 (l = 99.13◦, b = 5.33◦), FHES

J2208.4+6443 (l = 106.62◦, b = 7.15◦) and FHES J2304.0+5406 (l = 107.50◦,

b =−5.52◦).

We download all of the Gaia DR 2 stars in these regions from the Gaia archive

site (https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/) and Centre de Données as-

tronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS). We employ two different strategies for finding a

dSph galaxy depending on whether it is located at a distance farther than d = 10 kpc

or not.

We use both spatial and proper motion information from Gaia DR2 to deter-

mine whether we can observe the stellar imprint of a dSph galaxy at the position

of each Fermi-LAT unassociated extended gamma-ray source. For this purpose,

we select the stars around a radius of 2◦ and 1◦ centred on the position of 3FGL

J2212.5+0703 and 3FGL J1924.8+1034, respectively. The smaller field of view for

3FGL J1924.8+1034 was chosen to reduce the contamination from the field stars at

low Galactic latitude. The additional 6 fields in Ackermann et al. (2018) are also

low Galactic latitude fields, therefore, we choose 1◦ field radius for these sources as

well.

When searching for a dSph galaxy farther than d = 10 kpc away, we apply the

same parallax filter used in Antoja et al. (2015), namely, we discard stars for which

π−σπ > 0.1 mas, where π represents the parallax and σπ is the parallax uncertainty.

This filter corresponds to eliminating stars located at a distance of less than 10 kpc

within parallax uncertainties and aims to minimize contamination from foreground

stars. After these quality cuts, we are left with 17,747 and 125,891 stars in the fields

https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/
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of 3FGL J2212.5+0703 and 3FGL J1924.8+1034, respectively. For the additional

6 fields, we obtain 467,082, 61,091, 670,424, 120,156, 82,638 and 115,848 stars

in the fields of FHES J1501.0−6310, FHES J1723.5−0501, FHES J1741.6−3917,

FHES J2129.9+5833, FHES J2208.4+6443 and FHES J2304.0+5406, respectively.

We then use an Extreme-Deconvolution (Bovy et al., 2011) Gaussian Mix-

ture Model (XDGMM, Holoien et al., 2017) to perform density estimation on a

four-dimensional dataset comprised of the stellar position in Galactic longitude and

latitude and the RA and DEC proper motion measurements. Our aim is to detect

a group of stars with similar proper motions which are also concentrated on the

sky. As XD proved to be a powerful tool in estimating the noise-free underlying

distributions of astrophysically relevant quantities (Hogg et al., 2005; Bovy et al.,

2009, 2012a), we decide to use it for the current purpose. XD allows us to assume

Gaussian errors in the Gaia DR2 proper motions and parallaxes (Hogg et al., 2005;

Bovy et al., 2009, 2012a) and also to take into account the correlation between RA

and DEC proper motions. We do not take into account the measurement uncertain-

ties in the stellar position or correlations between the positions and proper motions,

because the uncertainties in the position in the Gaia DR2 are very small. For this

analysis, we apply a small constant uncertainty of 0.01◦ in the stellar positions for

practical reasons, whose effect is small enough not to affect our results.

Fig. 4.1 shows an example of the XD method applied to a mock dSph galaxy

of stellar mass of M∗ = 5,000 M�, half-mass radius of rh = 50 pc and moving at a

velocity of Vgal = 50 km s−1 at a distance of d = 10 kpc in the search field of 3FGL

J2212.5+0703. We construct the background stars using GALAXIA (Sharma et al.,

2011) in the field of 3FGL J2212.5+0703. The stellar catalogue, representative of a

dSph galaxy, was made with SNAPDRAGONS (Hunt et al., 2015) assuming an age

of 12 Gyr, a metallicity of Z/Z� = 0.01 and a Salpeter initial mass function. The

dSph galaxy’s dynamical properties were modelled following a simple Plummer

distribution with rh = 50 pc and an isotropic velocity distribution with a dispersion

of σ = 10 km s−1. We apply the expected Gaia DR2 uncertainties at https://

www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/dr2 to the data for both the dSph galaxy

https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/dr2
https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/dr2
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Figure 4.1: Example of a clear detection of a cluster associated with a dSph galaxy obtained
by applying the XD method to mock data. We assume a dSph galaxy with a
stellar mass of M∗ = 5000 M�, a half-mass radius of rh = 50 pc and moving at
a velocity of Vgal = 50 km s−1 at a distance of d = 10 kpc in the search field
of 3FGL J2212.5+0703. We use N = 6 components in the XD. The left panel
shows the the input stellar distribution in proper motion space, compressed by a
factor of 5. The right panel shows the 2-sigma covariance ellipses around each
individual Gaussian component used by XD. The darker gray colour indicates
more components overlapping. The cluster associated with the mock dSph
galaxy centered at a proper motion of (µα∗ ,µδ ) ≈ (−1,2) mas yr−1 is also
shown.

and field stars.

In Fig. 4.1, we see that XD can find the modelled dSph galaxy in proper motion

space. We find that an excessive number of components in the XD does not penalise

the detection of the dSph (see also Anderson et al., 2018). However, it may result

in overfitting the data. We find that using K = 25 components is a good model for

most of the fields, where K is the number of components in the XDGMM model.

However, for the low Galactic latitude fields, we additionally use K = 50 for the

fields of 3FGL J1924.8+1034, FHES J1501.0−6310 and FHES J2304.0+5406 and

K = 100 for the field of FHES J1741.6−3917. The numbers of components for

each field are determined so as to recover a dSph with our conservative stellar mass

limit, as discussed in Section 4.4.

For the search for a dSph galaxy located at distances d < 10 kpc, we employ a

different parallax cut. The parallax cut is dependent on distance, din, as: 1/(2din)<
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Figure 4.2: A detection of an open cluster – NGC 7438 – in the field of FHES J2304.0+
5406. The left panel shows the data after filtering with din = 1 kpc, i.e. 0.5 <
π(mas) < 1. The right panel shows the 2-sigma covariance ellipses around
each individual Gaussian component used by XD. The middle panel presents
the distribution sampled from the detected models. The open cluster is marked
by a small circle around (µα∗ ,µδ ) = (1.45,−0.72) mas yr−1 in the right panel.

π < 1.0/din and changes as we are probing a distance range between 1.0 and 10 kpc

in increments of din of 1 kpc up to 5 kpc and then 2 kpc up to 9 kpc. In addition,

we apply a brighter magnitude cut for 17, 18 and 19 mag for din = 1, 2 and 3 kpc

cases, respectively, to use only the stars with better parallax accuracy. A dSph in this

distance range, whether completely disrupted or not, will likely only be recovered

as a moving group with no discernible spatial overdensity, due to its large angular

extent. However, we find that this does not penalise the XD search for a dSph.

Hence, XD was applied to both proper motion and a spatial distribution as described

above.

4.3 Gaia DR2 search for a dwarf galaxy

We apply XD to the samples of stars with d < 10 kpc and d > 10 kpc, filtered as

mentioned above, in the fields of 3FGL J2212.5+ 0703, 3FGL J1924.8+ 1034,

FHES J1501.0 − 6310, FHES J1723.5 − 0501, FHES J1741.6 − 3917, FHES

J2129.9+ 5833, FHES J2208.4+ 6443 and FHES J2304.0+ 5406. The intensive

XD search, which was undertaken after a careful visual inspection of all the fields

using TOPCAT (Taylor, 2005), yields no evidence for a dSph in any of these fields.

In the next section, we provide our conservative detection limits for each field. In

this section, we provide examples of some interesting cases that demonstrate the
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validity of our approach.

While we find no evidence for new dSphs in these Fermi-LAT fields, we do

find overdensities of stars associated with known star clusters, demonstrating that

the XD method can successfully find phase space structures in the Gaia DR2 data.

Fig. 4.2 shows that XD can be used to successfully detect faint stars in the outskirts

of NGC 7438 (l = 106.7◦, b = −4.90◦) which is at a distance of d = 1 kpc (Dias

et al., 2002). Our detected proper motion is (µα∗,µδ ) = (1.45,−0.72) mas yr−1.

We also notice that there is part of a globular cluster, NGC 6366, in the field

of FHES J1723.5−0501. These stars are also clearly identified with the XD and we

find a proper motion of (µα∗,µδ ) = (−0.35,−5.14) mas yr−1 for NGC 6366. The

XD identifies Ruprecht 112 (d = 1.76 kpc) in the field of FHES J1501.0−6310,

when we set din = 2 kpc and also din = 3 kpc. Because fainter stars with lower

parallax accuracy tend to be found at a higher distance (e.g., Luri et al., 2018), our

method detects the stellar system when we use a larger din than the distance of the

stellar system. We find (µα∗,µδ ) = (−4.43,−4.23) mas yr−1 for Ruprecht 112.

Finally, Trumpler 29 (d = 0.76 kpc) is identified in the FHES J1741.6−43917 field.

We obtain a proper motion of (µα∗,µδ ) = (0.49,−2.30) mas yr−1 for Trumpler 29.

All the above distances to the open clusters are from the catalogue of Dias et al.

(2002). Note that our proper motions identified with the XD are different from

those in Dias et al. (2002). This is likely due to the improved astrometric accuracy

of the Gaia data.

4.4 Mock data analysis: detection limits for dwarfs

in Gaia DR2
In this section, we estimate the detection limits for the XD method applied to the

Gaia DR2 data. We first estimate our detection limit using mock data as described

in Section 4.2 for one of our primary Fermi-LAT fields, 3FGL J2212.5+0703. We

then place the mock dSph model with the estimated upper limit into the Gaia data

of each field and confirm that the mock dSph with M∗ > 104 M� can be recovered

in all of our fields up to a distance of d = 20 kpc.
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Figure 4.3: The detectability of a mock dSph galaxy as a function of its mass, distance
and velocity using the XD method applied to the 3FGL J2212.5+0703 field.
The left, middle and right panels show results for a velocity of 20, 50 and
100 km s−1, respectively. Solid circles (crosses) represent the parameters for
which a dSph can (cannot) be found in the mock data with the XD.

To estimate the detection limit in the 3FGL J2212.5+0703 field, we set up

mock data as described in Section 4.2. We place a mock dSph with M∗ = 103−
104 M�, rh = 20−100 pc and Vgal = 20−100 km s−1 at a distance of d = 1−30 kpc.

As in Section 4.2, the field-star catalogues were made with Galaxia, applying

Gaia DR2 uncertainties. Note that our goal is to place a conservative upper limit on

the detection of a dSph in Gaia DR2. The detection limits are sensitive to the pa-

rameters mentioned above and precise evaluation would require more sophisticated

mock data and statistical analyses that are beyond the scope of this work. As we

shall show, however, the conservative limit is sufficient for our calculation of the

implications of our results for dark matter annihilation in Section 4.5.

We find that rh is not a critical parameter for the detection limit, while our de-

tection is sensitive to Vgal. Hence, in the panels of Fig. 4.3 we provide our detection

limit parameter survey results for three different Vgal for the 3FGL J2212.5+0703

field. In all cases, the XD method reliably recovers a dSph of M∗ > 104 M� at

d < 20 kpc.

Based on this result, we now derive a conservative detection threshold for our

other fields. For this, we set up mock dSphs with M∗= 104 M�, rh = 50 pc, Vgal = 20

km s−1 and d = 1−20 kpc for each field, as above, taking into account the different

dust extinction in each field. (For this we use the SNAPDRAGONS code that uses

the same extinction model as Galaxia.) For the fields 3FGL J2212.5+ 0703,

FHES J1723.5− 0501, FHES J2129.9+ 5833 and FHES J2208.4+ 6443, the XD
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method with K = 25 components recovers the mock dSph up to 20 kpc. In the

3FGL J1924.8 + 1034, FHES J1501.0− 6310 and FHES J2304.0 + 5406 fields,

the dSph at d = 15 and 20 kpc required us to use K = 50 components. In the

densest field, FHES J1741.6− 3917, the mock dSphs at d > 10 kpc required K =

100 components to be detected. In our search for dSphs in Section 4.3, we use the

number of components, K, as determined from these mock data tests, to search for

dSphs in each field. From the above analysis, we place a conservative upper limit on

our detection threshold of M∗ > 104 M� for any dSph galaxy along the line of sight

to our sample of unassociated extended Fermi-LAT sources within d = 20 kpc.

4.5 Dark matter interpretation of the Fermi-LAT

unassociated extended sources
It was pointed out that the gamma-ray signatures from our primary two Fermi-LAT

unassociated sources 3FGL J2212.5+0703 and 3FGL J1924+1034 are consistent

with dark matter annihilation into a bb̄ final state with masses around tens of GeV

(Bertoni et al., 2016; Xia et al., 2017). Since the mass of and distances to these

objects are unknown, degeneracies between them and the annihilation cross section

remain.

For 3FGL J2212.5+0703, the radius that contains 68% of the total gamma-ray

photons is found to be σ = 0.25◦ (Bertoni et al., 2016); for 3FGL J1924+1034 it is

σ = 0.15◦. If the density profile of the dark matter subhalo is well approximated

by the Navarro-Frenk-White profile, characterized by the scale radius rs and char-

acteristic density ρs (Navarro et al., 1997a), ∼70% of the total annihilation happens

within 0.5rs. Therefore, we assume θs≡ rs/d' 0.5◦ (0.3◦) for 3FGL J2212.5+0703

(3FGL J1924+1034). This is based on the assumption that the tidal stripping is not

too strong such that the tidal truncation radius is still larger than the scale radius,

rt > rs, which is shown to be the case below.

To constrain the possibility that the Fermi-LAT sources we study in this chapter

owe to dark matter annihilation, we need to obtain a robust upper bound on the pre-

infall halo mass, M200, of dSphs with M∗ < 104 M� and d < 20 kpc that lie below
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Figure 4.4: PDFs of post-infall subhalo mass (top left), ratio of tidal truncation radius and
scale radius, rt/rs (top right), the angle corresponding to the scale radius of the
subhalo (bottom left), and the gamma-ray flux, Fγ , assuming mχ = 25 GeV and
〈σv〉 = 2× 10−26 cm3 s−1 (bottom right). In this example, the pre-infall halo
mass is M200 = 107 M� and the distance to the subhalo is d = 10 kpc. The scale
radius and flux inferred from the Fermi-LAT gamma-ray distribution for 3FGL
J2212.5+0703 (θs = 0.5) are shown as vertical red dotted lines on the bottom
panels for comparison. (Courtesy of Shin’ichiro Ando)

our detection threshold. This is because, at a fixed observed gamma-ray flux, the

most massive and dense halos minimise the inferred annihilation cross section. This

then maximises the chance of consistency with the null detection from the known

dSphs with d > 20 kpc.

Unfortunately, a satellite galaxy with M∗ < 104 M� is likely to have lost any

tight relation between M∗ and its pre-infall M200 (Gatto et al., 2013; Ural et al., 2015;

Read et al., 2017). However, we can estimate an upper bound on M200 by compari-

son with the surviving ‘classical’ dSphs and via cosmological simulations of Milky

Way-mass halos (e.g., Diemand et al., 2007b). For the former, estimates of M200 for
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classical dSphs like Draco and Ursa Minor with purely old stellar populations lie in

the range M200 = (2–5)×109 M� (Read & Erkal, 2019). However, to be consistent

with our detection threshold, these ‘classical’ dSphs would have to lose over 90% of

their stellar mass (McConnachie, 2012). The tidal stripping and shocking required

to achieve this would lower their central dark matter densities by up to a factor of

∼ 10 (e.g., Read et al., 2006), significantly reducing the gamma-ray flux from dark

matter annihilation. Indeed, a search for surviving subhalos in the Via Lactea

II simulation (Diemand et al., 2007b) yielded only one subhalo with a pre-infall

mass M200 > 109 M� inside d < 20 kpc, a subhalo with M200 = 1.1×109 M�. Given

the above arguments, we place a conservative upper bound on the pre-infall halo

mass of M200 < 109 M� for surviving dSphs with M∗ < 104 M� and d < 20 kpc.

We consider this to be a strict upper bound since it does not account for subhalo

depletion by the Milky Way disc (e.g., D’Onghia et al., 2010).

Armed with an upper bound M200, we now consider the effects of tidal mass

loss due to the orbit of this subhalo around the Milky Way. We model this by using

the analytic prescription in Bartels & Ando (2015) and Hiroshima et al. (2018),

assuming a 1012 M� host halo for the Milky Way.

We first consider pre-infall subhalo masses of (0.8–1.2)× 107 M� in order to

model an example case, which is well below the upper limit from our non-detection

of a dSph, but is chosen to illustrate our methodology. For a reference value of

distance, we adopt d = 10 kpc. In Fig. 4.4, we show the probability density function

(PDF) of the subhalo mass after tidal stripping, P(m) (top left), and of the ratio of

tidal truncation radius and the scale radius, rt/rs (top right). Although the subhalo

can lose significant fraction of its mass due to the tidal effect, its truncation radius

rt is kept larger than the scale radius rs. This is because we also take into account

evolution of rs and ρs (Peñarrubia et al., 2010), which compensates that of rt . In

the bottom left panel of Fig. 4.4, we show PDF of the angle size corresponding to

the scale radius, P(θs) (middle). We see that for this case, the gamma-ray source

extension of σ = 0.25◦ (3FGL J2212.5+0703; vertical red line) can be consistent

with a pre-infall mass of M200 = 107 M�.
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The gamma-ray flux from dark matter annihilation (assuming that dark matter

is made of Majorana fermions) is calculated as (Diemand et al., 2007a):

Fγ =
〈σv〉Nγ,ann

2m2
χ

1
4πd2

∫
dV ρ

2
χ(r), (4.1)

where mχ is the dark matter particle mass, 〈σv〉 is the annihilation cross section,

Nγ,ann is the number of gamma-ray photons emitted per annihilation, and ρχ(r)

is the dark matter density profile of the subhalo.1 For a representative calcula-

tion, we adopt mχ = 25 GeV, 〈σv〉 = 2× 10−26 cm3 s−1 (e.g., Steigman et al.,

2012) and Nγ,ann = 3.7 that is for Eγ > 1 GeV in the case of annihilation into

a pair of bottom quarks (bb̄) final state (e.g., Profumo, 2013). The bottom right

panel of Fig. 4.4 shows the PDF of the gamma-ray flux Fγ corresponding to this

example case of M200 = 107 M� and d = 10 kpc. It shows that, for this case in

which one can explain the source extension well, the mean gamma-ray flux above

1 GeV will be ∼ 4× 10−12 cm−2 s−1, which is smaller than the observed flux of

1.24×10−9 cm−2 s−1 for 3FGL J2212.5+0703 (Bertoni et al., 2016) by more than

two orders of magnitude. This means that in order to explain the gamma-ray signal

from 3FGL J2212.5+0703 in terms of dark matter annihilation, with a subhalo of

this mass and distance, the annihilation cross section needs to be larger by more

than two orders of magnitude than the canonical value (〈σv〉= 2×10−26 cm3 s−1)

adopted here as well as in Bertoni et al. (2016). Such a large cross section has

already been excluded from the analysis of the known dSphs in the Milky Way (Al-

bert et al., 2017) at high significance, even when systematic uncertainties are taken

into account (Calore et al., 2018). This illustrates how we can combine our Gaia

DR2 dSph detection limits with dark matter annihilation constraints from the known

Milky Way dSphs to constrain or rule out a dark matter annihilation interpretation

of the unassociated Fermi-LAT sources.

1Strictly speaking, Equation (4.1) is valid only if the source extension is small, θs � 1. For
smaller distances or larger masses, one has to implement the line-of-sight integral to compute the
gamma-ray intensity and integrate it over the solid angle to obtain the flux. However, the observed
extensions of the Fermi unassociated sources are at most O(1)◦, and hence, in order to explain the
observed features in terms of dark matter annihilation, using Equation (4.1) instead of the more
accurate line-of-sight integral is well justified.
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Figure 4.5: Upper limits on the angular size corresponding to the scale radius θs (top) and
gamma-ray flux (bottom) from dark matter annihilation Fγ as a function of
distance d. From top to bottom, the blue solid lines correspond to pre-infall halo
masses: M200 = 109, 108, 107 and 106 M�, respectively. For the M200 = 107 M�
subhalo, we show the 1σ scatter in our theoretical modelling as a light blue
band. This scatter owes primarily to the uncertain tidal mass loss history of the
subhalo. The horizontal red dotted lines show the measured values from the
Fermi-LAT data analysis for 3FGL J2212.5+0703. (Courtesy of Shin’ichiro
Ando)
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Figure 4.6: 1σ and 2σ regions of the joint PDF, P(θs,Fγ), for subhalos with a pre-infall
mass of M200 = 107 M� at d = 10 kpc (lower solid), 109 M� at 10 kpc
(upper solid), 107 M� at 3 kpc (lower dotted), and 109 M� at 3 kpc (up-
per dotted). Measured values for the eight Fermi unassociated sources are
shown for comparison: 3FGL J2212.5+0703 (star), 3FGL J1924.8−1034 (cir-
cle), FHES J1501.0−6310 (pentagon), FHES J1723.5−0501 (diamond), FHES
J1741.6−3917 (square), FHES J2129.9+5833 (cross), FHES J2208.4+6443
(plus) and FHES J2304.0+5406 (square). (Courtesy of Shin’ichiro Ando)

In Fig. 4.5, we show the upper limits on the angular extension θs (top panel)

and on the gamma-ray flux (bottom panel) as a function of the dSph distance for the

subhalo masses of 106, 107, 108 and 109 M� (solid blue lines, from bottom to top,

respectively). (Recall that the upper limit on pre-infall mass is M200 = 109 M�.)

For the case of M200 = 107 M�, we also show the 1σ uncertainty in the modelling

that owes primarily to the uncertain history of tidal mass stripping (blue band).

We note that we also checked these results using a simple approach that does

not account for tidal stripping and is based on the concentration parameterisation

from Moliné et al. (2017). We find a good agreement between the two different

approaches within our quoted uncertainties. The differences come from the fact

that changes of internal profiles, such as rs and ρs (Peñarrubia et al., 2010) have

been taken into account for the former approach based on Bartels & Ando (2015)

and Hiroshima et al. (2018), but not in approach based on the Moliné et al. (2017)

concentration parametrisation.

Fig. 4.6 shows the 1σ and 2σ contours in the plane, (θs,Fγ), for pre-infall

masses M200 = 107 M� and 109 M� and distances d = 3 kpc and 10 kpc. For the
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cases of 3FGL J2212.5+0703 (star; Bertoni et al. 2016) and 3FGL J1924.8-1034

(circle; Xia et al. 2017), the measured signals are incompatible with a dark matter

annihilation interpretation, even for halos at the pre-infall halo mass upper bound

of M200 = 109 M�. We note that recently Ackermann et al. (2018) reported that

the gamma-ray signals from both 3FGL J2212.5+0703 and 3FGL J1924.8-1034 are

better explained by two point sources rather than a single extended source. Our

results here are consistent with this finding, excluding the hypothesis of dark matter

annihilation from a subhalo within d < 20 kpc.

Ackermann et al. (2018) found six additional unassociated extended sources.

In this chapter, we analysed all of them and found no signature of a dSph galaxy in

any of these fields. Among them, FHES J1723.5−0501, FHES J1741.6−3917 and

FHES J2304.0+5406 were found to have an energy spectrum harder than E−2, as is

expected from dark matter annihilation. In Fig. 4.6 we also show measured values

of (θs,Fγ) for these six Fermi-LAT unassociated sources. As can be seen, none of

these unassociated sources is compatible with dark matter annihilation within our

2σ contours, unless the pre-infall mass of the subhalo is close to the upper limit,

109 M�, and it is located around d = 3 kpc. Such a massive pre-infall halo is very

unlikely to be found so close to the Sun – especially when accounting for subhalo

depletion by the disc (see the discussion on this, above). Since the annihilation cross

section 〈σv〉= 2×10−26 cm3 s−1 adopted here is already in tension with other data

analyses (e.g., Albert et al., 2017) for 25 GeV WIMPs, possibilities with lighter

(. 109 M�) halos are excluded.

Finally, we discuss a few caveats, all of which we believe make our conclu-

sion above stronger. Firstly, the discussions up to this point have been based on the

assumption that the subhalo only experienced tidal stripping due to gravitational

potential of the spherical host halo. However, subhalos orbiting within d < 20 kpc

are likely on eccentric orbits and will additionally experience tidal shocks that can

lower their central density by up to a factor of∼ 10 (e.g., Read et al., 2006). Further-

more, we have not taken into account the effect of the Milky Way disc that depletes

the number of substructures within 20−30 kpc by a factor of ∼ 2 (D’Onghia et al.,
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2010). Including such effects will lower the gamma-ray flux for a given pre-infall

M200 requiring us to further increase the annihilation cross section, further exasper-

ating the tension with the constraints from the known Milky Way dSphs. Finally,

we have only considered subhalos within d < 20 kpc. Lighter subhalos at larger

distances than this would be too faint to be consistent with the observed fluxes un-

less they have large annihilation cross sections at odds with the constraints from the

known dSphs in the Milky Way. Massive subhalos with M200 > 109 M� at larger

distances would have a readily detectable stellar counterpart and then a dark matter

annihilation signal from the known dSphs in the Milky Way should be already de-

tected (see the discussion, above). Hence, this can also be excluded. We conclude

that none of the unassociated, extended, Fermi-LAT sources studied here can have

a dark matter annihilation origin.

4.6 Summary

Using the new second data release of the Gaia mission, we make the first attempt to

find a dSph towards eight Fermi-LAT unassociated extended source fields. Our goal

was to link the gamma-ray emission, already detected by Fermi-LAT, to a possible

optical counterpart within the framework of annihilating dark matter. Gaia’s superb

astrometric accuracy provides a new window for searching for dSphs in the inner

Galactic halo (d < 20 kpc) based on the proper motion and parallax of stars (Antoja

et al., 2015). We apply an advanced statistical method, the Extreme-Deconvolution

(XD, Bovy et al., 2011) Gaussian Mixture Model (XDGMM, Holoien et al., 2017),

to properly take into account the uncertainties and correlations in proper motion

space. Unfortunately, we find no detection indicative of a signature of a dSph galaxy

in any of these fields placed within the Gaia data. We then estimate the detection

limits for a dSph galaxy by applying XD to mock data. We obtain a conservative

limit on the stellar mass of any undetected dSph of M∗< 104 M� for d < 20 kpc. We

show that this corresponds to an upper limit on the pre-infall halo mass of M200 <

109 M�.

Using an analytical model of subhalo mass stripping that has been calibrated
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against numerical simulation results, combined with current limits on the dark

matter annihilation cross section from known Milky Way dSphs, we estimate the

gamma-ray flux and source size as a function of pre-infall halo mass for all eight

Fermi-LAT sources. We conclude that our model rejects the possibility of a dark

matter annihilation scenario for the two sources: 3FGL J2212.5+0703 (Bertoni

et al., 2016) and 3FGL J1924.8-1034 (Xia et al., 2017) if the pre-infall dark matter

halo mass is less than M200 < 109 M� at distance of d < 20 kpc, as constrained by

our work. If the subhalo is farther away than 20 kpc, then its dark matter halo has

to be larger than M200 = 109 M�. Such a dSph would have a clear stellar counter-

part that should have been detected in the existing photometric data in these fields.

Furthermore, if there were a dSph at d > 20 kpc with a mass similar to the dSphs

already discovered, then we would expect to see also a dark matter annihilation sig-

nal from the known dSphs in the Milky Way. Hence, we conclude that a dark matter

origin for these two sources is rejected.

We then apply our model and dSph constraints to the six Fermi-LAT unasso-

ciated extended sources recently found in Ackermann et al. (2018). We conclude

that these too are unlikely to have a dark matter origin. We can only explain them

as coming from dark matter annihilation if they owe to a dark matter subhalo with

a pre-infall halo mass M200 = 109 M� and a distance less than d = 3 kpc. We are

unable to find any such subhalo in the Via Lactea II cosmological simulation.

When accounting for the unmodelled effects of tidal stripping and shocking by the

Milky Way stellar disc, such subhalos become even rarer. We conclude, therefore,

that none of the unassociated extended Fermi-LAT sources found to date is likely to

have a dark matter annihilation origin.

Our work represents the first attempt to search for stellar counterparts to Fermi-

LAT extended sources that could owe to dark matter annihilation. The XD method

was able to find known star clusters in the fields studied, demonstrating its efficacy.

However, we were unable to find evidence for any new dSphs in these fields.



Chapter 5

Conclusion and Further Work

The overall theme of this thesis is to understand the formation and evolution history

of the Galaxy using data from the space-astrometric Gaia mission and ground-based

spectroscopic surveys. To this purpose, we use advanced statistical techniques, such

as Bayesian Statistics and Machine Learning, to make inferences about the Milky

Way in a fully probabilistic way.

5.1 Thesis Conclusion
In Chapter 2, we investigate how the metallicity distribution of stars, depending

on the vertical height from the Galactic disc plane, changes with the stellar age.

Namely, we map the vertical metallicity gradients of different mono-age stellar pop-

ulations to study the evolution and structure of the Milky Way disc. We find that

mono-age stellar populations with an older age have more negative vertical metal-

licity gradients. This result supports the scenario that the Milky Way disc is flaring,

i.e., that its scale height increases with radius, and radial migration of disc stars

formed in the flared disc steepens the vertical metallicity gradients, because metal-

poor (rich) stars with higher (lower) vertical energy from the outer (inner) disc end

up at higher (lower) vertical height after they migrated inward (outward). Our re-

sults also show that the metallicity dispersion increases with age, which provides

evidence of radial migration. This research makes use of data from Gaia DR1 as

well as spectroscopic data from the RAVE ground-based spectroscopic survey. We

use a flexible Bayesian hierarchical linear regression model that allows us to take
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into account the uncertainties on the distance, age and metallicity. We also include

the effect of the stellar population selection function.

In Chapter 3, we develop a Bayesian Machine Learning framework called

BINGO (Bayesian Inference for Galactic archaeOlogy) to obtain accurate ages for

17,305 evolved stars in the APOGEE survey. We employ an advanced non-linear

regression method known as a Bayesian Neural Network to map the stellar prop-

erties and abundance patterns to age. The network is trained on the APOKASC-2

dataset, which provides APOGEE spectroscopic abundances and NASA’s Kepler

asteroseismic ages and masses for a sample of 6,676 evolved stars. To obtain an

estimate for the uncertainty in the network’s predictions for age, we make the net-

work fully Bayesian by allowing a prior on its weights and implemented it using a

MCMC approach. We also augmented the training set and include the new data in

the analysis. After training on the APOKASC data, we use the method to infer the

ages of 17,305 RGB stars and high-mass RC stars in APOGEE. We find that the

so-called high-[α/Fe] high-[Fe/H] population in the Galactic disc stars, which are

traditionally believed to be a part of the thick disc, is formed during the transition

phase from the old thick disc to the younger thin disc. Also, we find the smooth

transition of the age and kinematic properties within this population. This provides

a novel view that the thin and thick disc stars are connected in a smooth manner.

We also find the young high-[α/Fe] stars have similar kinematics to the old

high-[α/Fe]. This result implies that the high-[α/Fe] stars identified as young using

the ages given by BINGO have originated from the star-forming gas disc which is

as kinematically hot as the gas disc that created the old high-[α/Fe] stars. Such a

highly turbulent gas disc only existed at the early epoch of the old high-[α/Fe] thick

disc formation. Therefore, it is likely that these [α/Fe] stars identified as young

formed at an early epoch, but they are identified as young stars most likely because

they are the merger of old binary stars. Although we cannot establish when the

merger took place, we can conclude from their hot kinematics that the high-[α/Fe]

stars that appear young originated from the old high-[α/Fe] thick disc stars. Our

results suggest that the inner and outer discs of the Milky Way follow different
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chemical evolution pathways. After the violent thick disc formation phase ends, the

thin disc formation starts with a smaller disc, which is as small as the thick disc,

and then the thin disc grows in an inside-out fashion. As the disc is growing with

a supply of accreting low-[Fe/H] gas, metallicity gradients naturally arise, with the

outer disc being more metal-poor than the inner disc.

In the current Standard Model of Particle Physics, dark matter can annihilate

or decay into gamma-ray particles. If this is true, diffuse gamma-ray emission is

expected to be observed in the direction of dwarf satellite galaxies near the Milky

Way. So far, no clear diffuse gamma-ray emission was observed in the known

satellite galaxies. Interestingly, NASA’s Fermi satellite detected diffuse extended

gamma-ray sources which have no associated astronomical source. Some literature

argued that these could be due to dark matter annihilation in dwarf galaxies closer

to us. The stellar component of closer dwarf galaxies is difficult to find because

their apparent sky density is so diffuse that they are difficult to distinguish from

the field halo stars. However, if an unassociated Fermi source is from dark matter

annihilating in a dwarf galaxy close to us which happens to harbour stars, then we

should be able to find a group of stars moving in a kinematically coherent way at

the source’s position. In Chapter 5, we demonstrate that such a kinematic signature

can be observed in Gaia DR2 using mock data and searched for this signature in

Gaia DR2. Unfortunately, no kinematic signature indicative of a dwarf galaxy is

found at their position. However, this work made important constraints on the dark

matter origin of the Fermi sources of interest.

5.2 Further work

In future work, we plan to elucidate the origin and history of the Galactic disc

by fitting the vertical stellar density and metallicity gradients as a function of age

across a large radial extent of the Galaxy. This will reveal the stellar and metal

distribution of the different generations of the Galactic disc, which will ultimately

provide strong constraints to the disc formation and evolution history. We plan

to use a modified formalism of Sanders & Binney (2015) to fit the age data of a
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large number of stars derived in Chapter 4 and the improved parallax of the future

Gaia data releases. We will model the Galactic disc’s radial and vertical stellar

density profile parameterised with age and metallicity. This will enable us to reveal

how the radial and vertical metallicity gradient changes as a function of age and

map the chrono-chemical structure of the Galactic disc, as studied in Chapter 2

(see also Mackereth et al., 2017), but without binning in stellar age and adequately

taking into account the age uncertainties. Not using binning is important because,

as recently shown in Minchev et al. (2019), large uncertainties in the age estimate

can lead to an erroneous negative vertical metallicity gradient for different mono-

age populations if the sample of stars is split within different age bins. In Chapter 2,

we showed that the vertical metallicity gradient of mono-age stellar populations is

a powerful diagnosis of disc evolution placing constraints on processes like flaring.

Hence, it is crucial to further study the chrono-chemical structure of the Galactic

disc, more carefully taking into account the uncertainties and selection function of

the observational data.

BINGO, which was developed in Chapter 3, can be further improved once

more higher-quality training data become available. BINGO’s hierarchical structure

allows it to be flexible to simultaneously train on the asteroseismic ages from mul-

tiple observational fields data, for example, the upcoming K2 fields asteroseismic

age and APOGEE data and Gaia spectrophotometric data (available in the future

third data release, Gaia DR3). This can be done by training the different neural

network models which share priors for weights whose mean and dispersion are also

marginalised 1. After training BINGO on an extensive set of asteroseismic ages and

improving its prediction power, we will use it to predict stellar ages and use these

estimates to constrain sophisticated models of Galactic disc evolution. This has not

been previously possible due to a lack of accurate estimates of stellar age. To this

end, we plan to incorporate a treatment for secular evolution processes, such as ra-

dial migration and vertical heating, because they are thought to play a significant

role in the evolution of the Galactic disc (e.g., Schönrich & McMillan, 2017). We

1https://twiecki.io/blog/2018/08/13/hierarchical_bayesian_
neural_network/

https://twiecki.io/blog/2018/08/13/hierarchical_bayesian_neural_network/
https://twiecki.io/blog/2018/08/13/hierarchical_bayesian_neural_network/
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will constrain this model using the improved stellar age estimates obtained using

BINGO, Gaia EDR3’s proper motion and ground-based spectroscopic survey data,

such as APOGEE and GALAH. We aim to understand how the inside-out growth

of the Galactic disc and radial mixing mechanisms have impacted on shaping the

current structure of the Milky Way disc (e.g., Frankel et al., 2018; Ting et al., 2018;

Frankel et al., 2019, 2020). We will model both radial migration and vertical action

evolution simultaneously, which allows us to study the impact of flaring and satellite

perturbation. We will also impose an intense radial migration due to the bar forma-

tion (e.g., Brunetti et al., 2011; Di Matteo et al., 2013), which will be modelled

by comparing with N-body models. Then, our new model fitting the spectroscopic

data, the new data from Gaia DR3 and the ages estimated with BINGO should re-

veal the formation epoch of the Galactic bar and the impact of the bar formation.

Although the Galactic bar is claimed to be old and metal-poor in Bovy et al. (2019),

this further independent study is crucial to firmly identify the epoch of the bar for-

mation of the Milky Way disc.

Determining the nature of dark matter is the holy grail of modern astrophysics.

This would be of tremendous importance in determining the dark matter distribution

and the formation history of our Galaxy, as summarised in Chapter 1. A promising

direction is to look for a dark matter annihilation signal. Dwarf spheroidal galaxies

in the Milky Way are a particularly clean target for a dark matter annihilation signal

because of their high mass-to-light ratios and relatively low contamination from

astrophysical sources. We plan to look for a dark-matter annihilation signal coming

from dwarf galaxies in the inner halo of our Galaxy, as we did with Gaia DR2 in

Chapter 4. So far, no dwarf spheroidal galaxies have been found nearer than 20 kpc

from the Sun (e.g., Drlica-Wagner et al., 2015), with the vast majority (∼70%) of

dwarf spheroidals residing at distances farther than 50 kpc.

We will first construct millions of mock dwarf galaxies with a broad distri-

bution in properties positioned at various locations in the Galaxy within 20 kpc,

taking into account the expected accuracy of Gaia DR3 data. Then, we will train a

deep neural network to recover the mock dwarf signal from the background using
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the relevant information available, namely parallax, proper motion and spectropho-

tometry data. The trained model will be applied to the Gaia DR3 data to detect

the presence of a dwarf galaxy. Finding new dwarf galaxies within 20 kpc will be

an exciting new discovery. For galaxies closer to us, kinematics can be measured

more precisely with Gaia. Then, we can constrain their dark matter distribution

better. A comparison with data from the Fermi and CTA would constrain the dark

matter annihilation cross-section and can be used to inform the indirect dark matter

searches for a dark matter annihilation signal in X-ray and gamma-ray experiments

(e.g., Ackermann et al., 2014). If none of the dwarf spheroidals are detected, we

can measure the upper limit and compare it with the numerical simulations to study

the effect of the Galactic disc to destroy the satellite dwarf galaxies. This proposed

research is of key importance to utilise the upcoming deep photometric survey Vera

C. Rubin Observatory’s Large Survey of Space and Time (LSST) data to search for

nearby dwarf galaxies and dark matter signal.
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